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SKI perspective

During the 30 years nuclear power plants have been operating in Sweden, both the authorities
and the power companies have developed a more restrictive view on fuel failures and the
consequences of operating with fuel failures. Untill985, SKI did not finance any research on
fuel failures and the mechanism behind them, because they were considered to be an
operational problem. However, a small project was carried out in 1979 to investigate if failed
fuel would demands special arrangements before being stored in the intermediate storage
facility (CLAB).
After fuel failures on the initial fuel loaded in Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3, in 1985 SKI
began to require research into fuel failures. In 1988, SKI initiated an internal project named
"Project fuel failures". The aim of the investigation was to a broad picture of the
consequences of fuel failures.
Examples of problems identified were difficulties in carrying out surveillance of pipelines and
also the increased quantities of actinides in the spent ion exchanger resin. As part of that
investigation, David Pickman, well known in the field, was contracted to make a status report
of operating with fuel failures. The title of the report is "Failure development of leaking LWR
fuel rods - a literature survey". The increased interest for fuel failures and the mechanisms
behind them, as well as the degradation process, led to a number of basic research project at
the Royal Institute of Technology and Studsvik during the nineties.

The current project performed by ANT is well in line with this development. Today, we still
know little about the factors that decide, if a fuel failure would result in an insignificant
release of activity or lead to an accelerating degradation process with the formation of large
cracks or holes in the cladding, where the uranium dioxide will be exposed to the reactor
water and partly transported out into the cooling system. The report is a broad survey of the
mechanisms governing the origin of secondary fuel failures and also treats the origin of
primary fuel failures. The report also discusses what could be done to minimise the risk for
degradation, but does not give any suggestions for a definite solution. This indicates that more
research of various kinds is needed in this area. On the one hand, there is a need for further
research about basic mechanisms behind crack growth and the factors governing the uptake of
hydrogen in the cladding after a primary defect has arise. On the other hand, further research
is needed to produce a remedy that minimises the risk for degradation damage. These
investigations will of necessity lead to demonstration experiments in a reactor environment,
which implies experiments in a test reactor.

SKIs handlaggare: Jan In de Betou
SKIs dnr: 14.6-990408:99133
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Sammanfattning
En stav med primärskada kan antingen dégradera genom att utveckla sekundärskador
som lânga axiella sprickor eller genom att gâ tvärt av (giljotinbrott) eller inte
dégradera ails. Om en stav degraderar kan resultatet bli stora utsläpp av radioaktivitet
samt bränslepartiklar till kylvattnet, vilket kan kosta stora pengar for kraftbolaget.
Under tidsperioden 1992-1993 stängde faktiskt sex reaktorer i USA och Europa enbart
för att ta ut de skadade stavarna. I samtliga fall var det enbart 1-2 skadade stavar som
vid señare undersökningar uppvisade lânga axiella sprickor samt förlust av bränsle.
Tendensen för att en stav med en primärskada skall dégradera beror pâ bränslets
konstruktion samt staveffekten i skadat tillstànd. En ökad kunskap om varför bränsle
degraderar kan utnyttjas genom att utveckla bränsle som är mer tâligt mot att utveckla
sekundärskador samt att minska degraderingstendensen genom att fastställa
driftsrekommendationer för skadat bränsle.

Ett projekt vars mal är att utveckla en mekanistisk förstäelse för

sekundärskademekanismerna finansierades av följande svenska organisationer:

• Statens kärnkraftinspektion, SKI

• Oskarshamnsverket, OKG

• Barsebäcksverket, BKAB

• Vattenfall Bränsle

• Forsmarksverket, FKA

• Ringhalsverket

Föreliggande rapport är projektets slutprodukt. För att uppnâ malet med projektet har

litteraturdata i tre olika kategorier analyserais:

• Öppna data pâ skadade BWR stavar som har och som inte har dégraderai.

• Data genererade i forskningsreaktorer dar primärskadan simulerais antingen
genom att borra ett häl i staven före själva testet eller genom att koppla den intakta
staven till en behâllare innehâllande vatten som släpps in under själva testet. Data
relaterade till väteproduktionen i gapet mellan kuts-kapsling i en skadad stav samt
väteabsorption och hydridutfállning i bränslekapslingen. Dessa data var antingen
öppna eller konfidentiella men gjordes tillgängliga av de organisationer som
finansierade detta projekt.

• Publicerade data frân olika materialprovningar gjorda utanför reaktorn for att
studera sekundärskademekanismerna.
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Stavar med primärskador som i BWR-reaktorer anfingen dégraderai och utvecklat
langa axiella sprickor, giljotinbrott eller som inte dégraderai alls karaktäriserades för
att fâ en ökad inblick i sekundärskademekanismerna.

Lânga axiella sprickor verkar kunna utvecklas framför allt i skadat bränsle med
medelhög och hög utbränning, dvs. i stavar med ett litet kuts-kapslingsgap, som
utsätts för en kraftig effektökning (Armijo, 1994). Resultat tyder pâ att
spricktillväxthastigheten härvid är större an 0,16 mm/h1. Det är ocksâ uppenbart att
utvecklingen av dessa axiella sprickor sker genom spröda klyvbrott vid
reaktortemperatur trots att vätehalten i bränslekapslingen är enbart 150-300 wtppm.
Makroskopiskt sä karaktäriseras dessa spröda klyvbrott av:

• En brottyta som är vinkelrät mot den största dragspänningsriktningen, dvs. i

kapslingens omkretsled,

• Ingen eller helt försumbar kapslingsförtunning,

• En brottyta uppvisande ett Chevron-mönster.

Mikroskopiskt kännetecknas brottet av:

• Frânvaro av "dimples" pâ den spröda delen av sprickan

Undersökningar i heta celler visade ocksá att hydrider i vissa fall hade fallit ut framför
den axiella sprickans spets.

För att ytterligare öka förstaelsen för sekundärskademekanismerna kan resultaten frân
forskningsreaktorer samt olika mekaniska tester betraktas. När detta görs är det dock
viktigt att säkerställa att det är samma mekanismer som är verksamma i dessa miljöer
som i BWR reaktorer ger sekundärskador. Man kan härvid anta att om
brottkaraktäiistiken är densamma för studier gjorda i forskningsreaktorer och i
mekaniska tester som i BWR reaktorer sä är samma mekanism verksam i dessa olika
miljöer.

Vad gäller data som är genererade i forskningsreaktorer för att studera
sekundärskademekanismerna sä har man i Halden och Studsvik erhâllit samma axiella
spricktillväxthastighet som i BWR reaktorer. Det är ocksâ klart att de axiella sprickor
som biídas i forskningsreaktorerna i Halden och Studsvik vid driftstemperatur skett
genom spröda klyvbrott vid ungefär samma lâga vätehalt (290 wtppm) som man
funnit i BWR reaktorerna.

För materialtester, tyder de résultat som hittills publicerat att brottsseghetstester som

PL och VEC - testerna inte kan differentiera mellan kapslingsmaterial med olika

tendens till att utveckla lânga axiella sprickor. Vid derma typ av provning visade det

1 Denna beräkning har gjorts pâ sa satt att halva spricklängden har dividerats med tiden i reaktorn som
bränslet har bestrâlats i skadat tillstând. Enbart halva spricklängden har härvid använts, da man kan
anta att sprickan växer samtidigt i bâda ändama.
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sig nämligen att bränslestavar som uppvisat stor skillnad i tendens att utveckla lânga
axiella sprickor hade ungefár samma brottseghet. Om samma mekanism var verksam i
dessa tester som ger upphov till lânga axiella sprickor i BWR reaktorer skulle man
förvänta sig att staven som dégraderai skulle uppvisa en betydligt lägre brottseghet an
staven som ej degraderade.

Idag är det enbart, Delayed Hydride Cracking, DHC och SPLIT-testerna, publicerade
av Efsing (1998) respektive Edsinger et al. (1998), som är relevanta for att studera
mekanismen for att utveckla axiella sprickor i BWR reaktorer. I bâda dessa tester sa
förhydrerades ett Zry-2 prov, forseddes med en spricka och övermättades med väte for
att slutligen belastas vid en temperatur som överensstämmer ungefär med den i en
BWR reaktor. Vid DHC testet âstadkommes övermättnaden genom att utsätta proveí
for en temperaturcykel varvid provtemperaturen höjs till en högre temperatur an själva
testtemperaturen. Därefter sänks temperaturen varefter dragspänningen pâ provet
appliceras. Vid SPLIT-testet kom övermättnaden âstadkommas genom att korrodera
provet i en LiOH-miljö samtidigt som provet belastas med en dragspänning. I bâda
dessa tester, sä mäste hydrider först kärnbildas, växa till och dégradera den lokala
brottsegheten framför sprickspetsen sä till den grad att sprickpropagering skall kunna
ske. Den maximala sprickpropageringshastigheten vid dessa tester var 3-4 och 2-3
mm/h för DHC respektive SPL/r-testerna, och i bâda fallen uppvisades tecken pâ
spröda klyvbrott sâsom chevron monster och frânvaro av "dimpler". Vid DHC testet
künde Efsing (1998) ocksâ se axiella hydrider som fallit ut framför sprickspetsen. Vid
ytterligare tester künde författaren visa att dessa hydrider hade fallit ut under själva
testet och inte under avsvalningen frân testtemperaturen. I fallet SPLIT-testet sä künde
dessa spröda klyvbrott âstadkommas vid en vätehalt pâ enbart « 100 wtppm i Zry-2
materialet. Olyckligtvis sä gjordes DHC testerna enbart pâ Zry-2 prover med 500 och
1000 wtppm väte, och vi vet inte idag om man skulle kunna fä DHC sprickning vid de
lägre vätehalter som man sett för stavar dar axiella sprickor utvecklats i BWR
reaktorer. Dâ dessa tvâ mekaniska tester gav sä pass liknande résultat är det emellertid
sannolikt att det är samma mekanism som resulterade i brott i bâda dessa tester och
därför kan man anta att man borde kunna fä spröd sprickning vid DHC testet även vid
lägre vätehalter an 500 wtppm.

Sâledes är konklusionen att mekanismen för utveckling av lânga axiella sprickor i
BWR reaktorer och forskningsreaktorer är densamma samt att denna verksamma
mekanism kan framkallas och studeras vid DHC och SPLIT testning.

Vad gäller mekanismen för giljotinbrott sä kan vi bara förlita oss pâ data genererade i
BWR och forskningsreaktorer dâ inga andra studier har gjorts för att belysa denna
mekanism utanför reaktorn. BWR résultat indikerar att giljotinbrott startar frân
massiva lokala hydrider framför allí i nedre delen av lagutbrända stavar (tex. Sihver et
al., 1997). Stavar med lag utbränning har ofta har nedatförskjuten effektprofil vilket
gör att gapet mellan kutspelare och kapsling kommer att vara minst i stavens nedre del
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dar staven har sin maximala effekt. Detta pga. bränslets tenniska expansion. Data frân
endast en enda stav som utvecklat giljotinbrott tyder pá att giljotinbrottet skedde vid
konstanteffekt, dvs. utan nâgon staveffektshöjning (Montgomery et al., 1995).

En bränslestav kan i princip utveckla tvâ olika typer av primara defekter som är

genomgâende för hela kapslingen.

Den första typen bestâr av defekter som kan betraktas som trubbiga sprickor, typ
korrosionsskador, nötningsdefekter, etc.

Den andra typen bestâr av en skarp spricka som penetrerar hela kapslingstjockleken

och bildats vid en staveffektshöjning genom:

• Propagering av en i kapslingen före staveffektshöjningen existerande ej

genomgâende tillverkningsspricka (Armijo, 1994), eller

• Jodinducerad spänningskorrosion resulterande i PCI skada

Den första typen av defekt är inte tillräckligt "vass" for att kunna propagera själv vid

en staveffektshöjning. Om däremot förhallanden är sâdana för en viss stavnivâ, att

steam starvation lett till att kvoten mellan väte- och ângpartialtrycket uppgâr till ett

kritiskt värde och samtidigt att oxiden pâ kapslingens insida är mindre an en kritisk

tjocklek kan sekundär hydrering uppstâ. Enligt Olander et al., 1997, sa kan massiv

hydrering uppstâ efter en viss inkubationstid о т denna kvot nâr det kritiskt värdet.

Denna kritiska kvot minskar med ökande temperatur och är « 200 vid 400°C och 5000

vid 350°C. Inkubationstiden är enligt Kim and Kim, 1999, kopplad till nedbrytningen

av den skyddande oxiden pâ kapslingens inneryta. Olander et al., 1997, visade ocksâ

att о т kvoten mellan vätgas och ânga är mindre an den kritiska erhâlls ej massiv

hydrering, oberoende av oxidtjockleken. Vid den kritiska kvoten kommer dock en

ökande oxidtjocklek att öka inkubationstiden dar maximal skyddande effekt erhâlls

vid en tjocklek av 2-3 um. Samma författare nämner ocksâ att о т kvoten är

signifikant större an den kritiska sä kommer en oxidfilm ej pâverka inkubationstiden.

Sekundär hydrering innebär i regel att hydrid blisters (sunbursts) bildas. Dâ den

specifika volymen för zirconiumhydrid är större an den för zirconiummetallen sä

kommer lokala spänningsfällt att byggas upp i hydridblistern samt i dess närhet. Dâ

dessutom denna hydridblister är spröd sä kommer ett stört antal sprickor bildas inné i

hydriblistern. Dessa sprickor kan sedan propagera vid en staveffektshöjning som är sä

stör att den termiska expansionen av kutspelaren medför att dragspänningar byggs upp

i kapslingen. Mekanismen för denna sprickpropagering förmodas vara DHC som

ursprungligen föreslogs av Schire et al. (1994) och señare av Efsing (1998) och

beskrivs i det följande. Orsaken till sprickpropageringen är att väte i lösning i

grundmassan kommer att diffundera till omrâden utsatta för treaxliga

dragspänningstillstand som tex. framför en skarp spricka som utsätts för en

dragspänning. Detta sker da vätets kemiska potential är lägst här. О т

löslighetsgränsen för vätet vid sprickspetsen överskrids kommer en hydrid att falla ut
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som därefter börjar tillväxa genom att ytterligare väte frân grandmassan faller ut pâ

den befintliga hydriden. När denna hydrid vuxit till en kritisk längd har den lokala

brottsegheten i omrâdet framför sprickspetsen reducerats tillräckligt för att den

pâlagda spänningsintensitetsfaktorn, Kx, kommer att överstiga den lokala

brottsegheten varvid sprickan propagerar. Sprickpropageringen kommer sedan att

avstanna i det omrâde framför sprickspetsen dar Kv kommer att understiga den lokala

brottsegheten. I detta läge kommer sprickpropageringen enbart kunna fortsätta om

ytterligare väte produceras i tillräcklig mängd vid korrosionsprocessen vid

kapslingsrörets insida samt pâ sprickytorna sä att grundmassan blir övermättad med

avseende pâ väte. Denna situation göra att den tidigare beskrivna

vätekoncentrationsprocessen vid sprickspetsen och sprickpropagering kan

âterupprepas.

Den andra typen av defekt är tillräckligt "vass" för att Кг under en andra

staveffektshöjning bli större an den lokala brottsegheten framför sprickspetsen vilket

leder till sprickpropagering föratsatt att grundmassan är övermättade med avseende pâ

väte. Det antas att även denna sprickpropageringsmekanism är DHC.

Om bränslestaven har lag utbränning kan man anta att en lokal förträngning existerar i

gapet mellan kuts och kapsling i stavens nedre del dâ dessa stavar som tidigare sagts

ofta har en nedatförskjuten effektprofil. Utskiljning av hydrider sker företrädesvis i

denna typ av förträngning och har rapporterais bade i BWR och PWR (Sihver et al.,

1997). Orsaken till att hydrider helst faller ut här kan bero pâ att fissionsprodukter kan

förstöra den skyddande oxiden enligt Clayton, 1989. Ett mindre gap skulle betyda att

det finns färre gasatomer som kan kollidera och därmed sänka rörelseenergin sä pass

mycket för dessa klyvfragment att de inte längre kan förstöra oxiden.

Det är uppenbart att det säkraste sättet att éliminera sekundärskador är att éliminera

primärskadorna. Om detta inte kan uppnâs kan man mildra sekundärskadetendensen

genom att:

• Eliminera utvecklingen av länga axiella sprickor genom att éliminera "vassa"

sprickor sâsom:

> Primära PCI- och tillverkningssprickor. Tillverkningssprickor kan élimineras

genom att optimera tillverkningsprocessen. Dessutom kan adekvat

oförstörande provning säkerställa att inga defekte stavar levereras till künden.

PCI egenskaperna kan förbättras genom användning av linermaterial. Man

mäste dock halla i minnet att korrosionsegenskaperna hos linermaterialet är

mycket viktiga för att erhâlla ett bränsle som ej uppvisar stör tendens till att

bilda langa axiella sprickor. Det ursprungliga linermaterialet som användes av

alla BWR bränsleleverantörer hade en föroreningshalt av 150-350 wtppm av

järn (Fe) och uppvisade mycket däliga korrosionsegenskaper. Det har sedan

visât sig att dessa däliga korrosionsegenskaper troligen var största orsaken till

att stavar med denna typ av liner uppvisade en stor tendens att utbilda mycket
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lânga axiella sprickor. For att minska tendensen till att bilda axiella sprickor
har nu samtliga leverantörer förbättrat korrosionsegenskapema hos sin liner
genom att i fallet GE och Siemens öka Fe innehâllet i Zr-linern till 1000
respektive 4000 wtppm. För ABB Atoms liner sa har man sedan lang tid
tillbaka legerat Zr-linern med Sn och därmed erhâllit bra korrosions-
egenskaper. Korrosionsegenskapema hos linern pâverkar DHC sprickningen
pâ tvâ satt. För det första sä styr dessa egenskaper hur mycket korrosionsväte
som produceras och därmed kommer att lösas in i kapslingen och för det andra
sä kommer oxidationen av linern att minska det tillgängliga gapet mellan kuts
och kapsling. Detta beroende pâ att den specifika volymen hos oxiden är större
an den för zirkoniummetallen.

> Sprickor som finns i sekundärdefekter (hydridblisters). Detta kan eventuellt
uppnâs genom förhindra uppkomsten av hydridblisters genom att som ABB
Atom förse kapslingens insida med en skyddande oxid. Denna oxid minskar
dels Produktionen av väte i gapet mellan kuts och kapsling samt fungerar som
en diffusionsbarriär mot massivt väteupptag i kapslingen. Denna oxid inverkar
dock inte pâ tendensen att utbilda hydridblisters om kvoten mellan vätgas och
ângpartialtrycken är signifikant större an den kritiska för att fâ massive
hydrering. Ifall kvoten är ungefär densamma som den kritiska kvoten kommer
oxiden förlänga inkubationstiden för bildning av en hydridblister. Om denna
inkubationstid är längre an den âterstâende cykellängden borde ingen
hydridblister bildas och därmed ingen risk för utveckling av axiella sprickor i
händelse av en staveffektshöjning.

• Eliminera giljotinbrotten genom att säkerställa att primärdefekten ligger sä pass
nära den nivâ i staven med en lokal förträngning att gasblandningen i gapet mellan
kuts och kapsling i denna zon inte kommer att bli sä pass torr att massiv hydrering
sker.

Om man nu antar att utveckling av axiella sprickor sker genom DHC sä innebär det att
förutsatt att kapslingens väteinnehäll är lägre an löslighetsgränsen sä kommer inga
axiella sprickor att kunna utvecklas, inte ens vid en staveffektshöjning. Detta dâ det
inte finns nâgra hydrider som kan skiljas ut framför sprickspetsen. Detta kan uppnâs
om vätehalten i kapslingen före primärskadan är mycket lag samt om korrosions-
hastigheten efter primärskadan bâde pâ kapslingens insida samt dess sprickytor är sä
pass lag att löslighetsgränsen för väte i kapslingen ej överskrids.

Baserat pâ den föreslagna skademekanismen sä kan man identifiera tre nya potentiella
skadetyper nämligen:

• IBWR reaktorer sä kan en lokaliserad utbildning av en tjock oxid eller hydrid vid
kapslingens utsida hos en intakt stav medföra en primärskada vid en
staveffektshöjning. Detta skulle kunna ske om grundmassan är övermättad med
avseende pâ väte och den lokala tjocka oxiden eller hydriden vid en
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staveffektshöjning kommer att bilda en spricka som är tillräckligt lang för att ge
en spänningsintensitetsfaktor, K, större an den kritiska för DHC sprickning,

Om Zr-Nb legeringar är mer känsliga för DHC sprickning jämfört med
Zirkaloymaterial, finns det en risk att axiella sprickor kan utvecklas i skadat PWR
bränsle med dessa material framför allt om lastföljning tillämpas.

Det finns en risk for DHC sprickning vid torr-förvar av utbränt bränsle om
stavinterntrycket är tillräckligt stört samt att staven innehâller en tillräckligt lang
"vass" defekt.
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Summary

A failed BWR fuel rod may degrade either by developing long axial cracks and/or
transversal breaks or not degrade at all. The activity and fuel release from these
degraded rods may be substantial. During the period 1992-1993 six plants in US and
in Europe were actually forced into unscheduled outages because of concerns about
failed BWR sponge Zr-liner fuel degradation. In all these cases, the very high off-gas
activites resulted from only one or two failed rods. Degraded fuel may result in very
large utility costs. The tendency of failed BWR rods to degrade depends on the fuel
design and reactor operation of the failed rod. The knowledge of the degradation
mechanisms may be used to develop secondary degradation resistant fuel and/or to
mitigate the degradation tendencies during operation of failed fuel.

A project was funded by different Swedish organisations with the objective to develop

a mechanistic understanding of the degradation mechanisms. The sponsoring

organisations were:

• Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate, SKI

• Oskarsham nuclear power plant, OKG

• Barseback nuclear power plant, BKAB

• Vattenfall Fuel

• Forsmark nuclear power plant, FKA

• Ringhals nuclear power plant

This report is the final product of this project. To meet the project objective, literature
data from three different categories has been analysed, listed below:

• Open literature data on failed BWR rods that have and have not degraded.

• Data generated in experimental reactors where primary failures have been
simulated either by drilling a hole in the intact cladding before the test or by
letting water/steam into the rod from a capsule connected to the otherwise intact
rod. In addition data related to hydrogen production in the pellet-cladding gap in a
failed rod and the subsequent hydrogen ingress and finally the hydride formation
in zirconium alloys. These results have been open literature data or has been
confidential but have been made available by the sponsoring organisations of this
project.

• Open literature data out-of-pile material tests to improve the knowledge of the
secondary degradation mechanisms.
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To get an idea of the degradation mechanisms one may first characterise the failed
fuel rods in commercial BWRs that form axial splits, transversal breaks and also
failed rods that do not degrade at all.

Considering axial splits in BWRs, they seem to occur mostly for failed fuel rods with
intermediate and high burnups, i.e., in rods with small pellet-cladding gaps, that have
been subjected to a power ramp (Armijo, 1994). Such data indicate that the axial
crack propagation rate is larger than 0.16 mm/h1. It is also clear that the axial cracks
formed in commercial reactors show mostly brittle cleavage features at reactor
operating temperature even though the hydrogen content in the fuel cladding is low,
150-300 wtppm. Macroscopically the brittle cleavage fractures are characterised by:

• a fracture surface that is perpendicular to the main tensile stress direction ,i.e., in
the cladding circumferential direction,

• no or very little clad wall thinning and,

• a Chevron pattern visible on the fracture surface

Microscopically the fractures are characterised by:

• no existence of dimples along the cleavage planes

Hot cell examinations also showed that hydrides precipitated ahead of the crack tip.

To get some further clues about the mechanisms, it is important to seek other relevant
data that may come from research reactor tests and also mechanical testing out-of-
pile. However, looking at this other sources of potentially relevant data one has to
ensure that the same degradation mechanisms are active in these other environments
as compared to that in the BWRs. If the failure characteristics in the research reactor
and out-of-pile mechanical tests are similar to that of degraded rods in commercial
reactors, one may believe that the same mechanism is involved in the failures in these
different environments.

Now considering some of the reviewed data from test reactors, it appears that the
same axial crack propagation rates as that in BWRs may be obtained in both the
Halden and Studsvik research reactors. It is also clear that the axial cracks formed at
in the test reactors show the same type of brittle cleavage features at comparable
cladding hydrogen contents (290 wtppm) as the axial splits in BWRs.

Scrutinising data obtained in different material tests it is evident that fracture
toughness tests such as Pin Loading, PL, and Vallecitos Embedded Charpy, VEC -

testing measuring JIC or KIC cannot differentiate between claddings with varying
degradation tendencies. In PL and VEC tests about the same fracture toughness was
obtained for the rods that showed extensive axial splitting as for the other rod that did

1 This calculation has been made by taking the ratio of the half crack length and operation time in
degraded condition. Only the half crack length has been used since it is assumed that the crack
propagate in two opposite direction from the original defect.
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not degrade at all. If the VEC and PL- test had indeed studied the same fracture
mechanism as that in-reactor, one would have expected that the material with larger
degradation tendency would have had a much lower fracture toughness value.

It appears that only the Delayed Hydride Cracking Test, DHC, and the SPLIT

mechanical tests performed by Efsing (1998) and Edsinger et al. (1998), respectively,
may produce the same type of failure mechanism as that which form axial splits in
BWRs. In both of these tests a prehydrided Zry-2 specimen, with a prefabricated
crack, is supersaturated with hydrogen and subsequently stressed at a temperature
comparable to the cladding temperature in a BWR. In the DHC test, the hydrogen
supersaturation is accomplished by subjecting the specimen to an over-temperature
cycle where the temperature is raised to a higher value than that at which the DHC

test is performed. Thereafter the temperature is lowered and the tensile stress is
applied. In the SPLIT-test, the supersaturation is achieved by corroding the specimen
in a LiOH- environment at the same time as it is subjected to a tensile stress. It
appears that in both of these tests, hydrides must precipitate at the crack tip, grow and
eventually fracture for crack propagation to occur. The resulting maximum crack
propagation rates in the DHC and SPLIT tests were, 3-4 and 2-3 mm/h, respectively.
Both of these tests produce brittle cleavage fractures features such as chevron patterns
and non-existence of "dimples". In the DHC test one could also see axially aligned
hydrides ahead of the crack tip that Efsing (1998) confirmed that existed during the
test and did not precipitate out during cooling from the test temperature. These types
of brittle failures were accomplished for hydrogen concentration of about 100 wtppm
in the SPLIT test. Unfortunately only specimen with 500 and 1000 wtppm of
hydrogen were DHC tested and we will not know at this point if DHC cracking would
have been produced for lower hydrogen concentrations. However, since, the two tests
produced very similar results it is believed that the same mechanism were active in
both of these tests and consequently one would expect to see DHC cracking in
samples with far less than 500 wtppm of hydrogen at the tested temperatures.

Thus, the conclusion is that the axial splitting mechanism in BWRs may be produced

in test reactors and also in DHC and SPLIT- testing.

Now considering the mechanisms of formation of transversal breaks, we can rely only
on in-pile results (both from commercial and test reactors) since nothing has been
done out-of-pile to study this mechanism. BWR results indicate that the transversal
break occurs from localised massive hydriding at the lower part of low burnup rods
(e.g. Sihver et al., 1997). At this rod elevation the gap between the fuel and the
cladding is believed to be much smaller than elsewhere in the rod. This, since low
burnup rods experience a locally much higher power at the lower part of the rod,
resulting in a larger thermal expansion of the fuel in this location. From the literature,
only power history data of one failed rod developing transversal breaks was found and
this rod degraded without any prior ramping of the rod (Montgomery et al, 1995).
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A fuel rod may in principal develop two different types of primary through- wall

defects.

The first type consists of defects that may be regarded as blunt cracks formed due to

corrosion, fretting, etc.

The second type consists of sharp through- wall cracks formed during a power ramp
either by:

• propagation of an existing non-through- wall manufacturing defect prior to the

ramp, e.g. proposed by Armijo, 1994 or

• iodine induced stress corrosion cracking mechanisms resulting in PCI failures

The first type of defects is not sharp enough to be able to propagate by itself during a
ramp. However, if conditions at a certain rod elevation are such that:

• the ratio between hydrogen to steam partial pressures is larger than a critical value

and,

• the clad inner surface oxide thickness is smaller than a certain value,

secondary hydriding may occur.

According to Olander et al. 1997, the critical hydrogen to steam ratio decreases with
increasing temperature and is about 200 at 400°C and 5000 at 350°C. The incubation
time before secondary hydriding starts is according to Kim and Kim, 1999, related to
the destruction of the protecting oxide layer on the cladding inner surface. Olander et
al., 1997 reported that if the critical ratio is not reached, no massive hydriding will
occur, irrespective of the oxide thickness. However, at ratios around the critical one,
the oxide thickness impacts the incubation time and this time increases with
increasing oxide thickness, reaching a maximum value at a thickness of about 2-3
microns according to the authors. They also report that if the ratio is significantly
larger than the critical one, the oxide thickness will not impact the incubation time.
Thus, for massive localised hydriding to start after some incubation time, critical

steam starvation must occur at the considered location of the rod, i.e., the critical
hydrogen to steam ratio must be reached. Secondary massive hydriding may result in
hydride blisters (sunbursts). Since the specific volume of the hydride is larger than
that of the zirconium alloy a large local stress field will build up in and just outside
the hydride blister and due to that the hydride is brittle, many sharp cracks will form
within the hydride blister. The hydride cracks may propagate during a power ramp
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provided the ramp is large enough to induce cladding tensile stresses by the DHC

mechanism as originally proposed by Schrire et al. (1994) and later by Efsing (1998).
The proposed DHC mechanisms is describe as follows. The cause of the crack
propagation is that hydrogen, present in the matrix in solid solution diffuses up the
tensile stress gradient that is present around any stress intensifier such as a crack and
concentrate in this location. This occurs since the chemical potential of hydrogen is
lower in locations subjected to tri-axial tensile stress state. If the Terminal Solid
Solubility, TSSp is exceeded at the crack tip, hydrides will precipitate and grow in this
location. The hydride at the crack tip will grow and deteriorate the local fracture
toughness, ahead of the crack tip. At the point in time when this fracture toughness
has become smaller than the applied stress intensity factor, Kx, crack propagation will
occur, i.e. KY > ^ H C - The crack may then propagate up to the position ahead of the
crack tip where Kt < i5TroHc» and at this position the crack propagation will stop. At this
point in time, hydrogen from the corrosion processes at the clad inner surface and
crack surfaces may provide enough hydrogen to ensure that the TSSp is exceeded
ahead of the crack tip both axially and radially. This situation will allow the whole
process described above to reoccur leading to further crack propagatation.

The second type of defect is sharp enough to result in a Kx value that during a second
ramp may be larger than KIDHC, resulting in crack propagation provided that the
hydrogen solubility in the material is exceeded. It is proposed that the mechanism for
crack propagation of the second type of defects is also DHC.

Now if the failed rod has low burnup, one may expect first, that the overall pellet-
cladding gap is large and second, that this gap is much smaller at the lower part of the
rod due to the downshift in power profile for these types of rods. Precipitation of
hydrides preferentially occur in the zone in the fuel rod with smaller gap as shown in
reports by e.g. Sihver et al., 1997. The reason for this preferential precipitation may be
due to fission product attack destroying the protectiveness of the oxide layer proposed
by Clayton, 1989. A smaller gap would mean less gas atoms that could collide with
the fission fragments thus slowing them down to such an extent that they would be
unable to destroy the oxide.

It is obvious that eliminating the primary failure cause will of course also eliminate

the risk of secondary degradation. However, if this cannot be accomplished, one may

mitigate the degradation tendencies by:

• eliminating the development of axial splits by eliminating the sharp cladding
cracks, either as:
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> primary (PCI and manufacturing cracks) defects. One way to reduce the PCI

failure cause may be to introduce liner material. However, if one choses to
introduce liner it is crucial that the corrosion performance of the liner is
appropriate. Since it has become clear that the secondary degradation tendency
increases with a liner material with poor corrosion performance all fuel
vendors have now increased the liner corrosion resistance. The original Zr-
sponge liner used by all BWR fuel vendors had about 150-350 wtppm of Fe
and had very poor corrosion performance. GE has thus increased the Fe
content in the Zr sponge liner from originally below 500 to about 1000 wtppm.
Siemens uses a liner with about 4000 wtppm Fe. In the case of ABB Atom,
they increased the liner corrosion resistance by adding Sn to the liner. The
impact of liner corrosion performance on DHC cracking is twofold, first, the
corrosion rate will determine the hydrogen content in the cladding and second,
the conversion of the liner metal into oxide will decrease the pellet-cladding
gap. This since the oxide has much larger volume than that of the metal and
during a subsequent ramp much less power increase would be needed before a
critical stress is obtained in the cladding for DHC cracking. Manufacturing
defects may be eliminated by optimising the cladding manufacturing process
and by appropriate non-destructive control process of the cladding tubes.

^ or as secondary defect (hydrides blisters). This may be accomplished by
providing the clad inner surface with a protective oxide (that is also under the
development of ABB Atom). One have, however, to realise that this oxide will
not eliminate secondary hydriding, if the ratio of hydrogen to steam partial
pressure is above the critical value for massive hydriding. And even if the ratio
is about the critical value, the oxide will only provide some incubation time
before massive hydriding starts.

• eliminating the development of transversal break, by ensuring that the primary
defect location is so close to the narrow pellet-cladding gap that this zone will not
experience critical steam starvation

Assuming, that the axial propagation mechanism is DHC it is clear that if the
hydrogen content in the fuel cladding always stays below TSSp in the whole cladding
thickness, no crack propagation will occur. This, not even during a power ramp. The
reason for this beneficial behaviour, is due to that no hydrides can precipitate ahead of
the crack tip. This may be achieved if the initial hydrogen content in the cladding
before the primary failure is very low and if the corrosion rates of the clad inner and
crack surfaces are small enough.

Based upon the proposed failure mechanisms one may identify some new potential

failure types, as follows:
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• In BWRs, any form of localised corrosion or hydride formation at the clad outer
surface, OD, may result in a primary failure during a power ramp. This may occur
if the matrix is supersaturated with hydrogen and this brittle localised oxide or
hydride blister at the clad OD crack during a power ramp forming a crack length
resulting in a K value larger than KIDHC.

• If Zr-Nb alloys are more susceptible to DHC compared to Zircaloy material, there
is a risk of getting axial splits by DHC in Zr-Nb alloys fuel rods that have failed in
PWRs and subjected to significant power changes such as may be the case during
load-following.

• There may also be a risk of DHC during dry-storage of spent fuel if the fuel rod

internal pressure is large enough and a small sharp defect exists in the considered

rod.
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1. Introduction
A failed BWR fuel rod may degrade either by developing long axial cracks and/or

transversal breaks or not degrade at all. The activity release from these degraded rods

may be substantial and lead to premature shut-down to take out the degraded rod from

the core. Such a situation may result in very large utility costs. The tendency of failed

BWR rods to degrade depends on the fuel design and reactor operation of the failed

rod. A mechanistic understanding of the degradation mechanisms may reduce the

degradation tendencies of failed fuel.

To develop a mechanistic understanding of the degradation mechanisms a project was

funded by the following Swedish organisations:

Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate, SKI

Oskarsham nuclear power plant, OKG

Barseback nuclear power plant, BKAB

Vattenfall Fuel

Forsmark nuclear power plant, FKA

Ringhals nuclear power plant

This report is the final product of this project. To meet the objective, literature data of

three different categories has been analysed, listed below:

• Open literature data on failed BWR rods that have and have not degraded.

• Data generated in experimental reactors where primary failures have been

simulated either by drilling a hole into the intact cladding before the test or by

letting water/steam into the rod from a capsule connected to the otherwise intact

rod. In addition, data related to hydrogen production in the pellet-cladding gap in

a failed rod and subsequently hydrogen ingress and finally hydride formation in

zirconium alloys. These data have either been published in the open literature or

have been confidential but have been made available by the sponsoring

organisations of this project.

• Open literature data of out-of-pile material tests to improve the knowledge on the

secondary degradation mechanisms.
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The report structure is as follows.

Section 2 includes a review of past and current primary defect causes as well as an

analysis of published results on degraded GE, ABB Atom and Siemens fuel rods from

commercial BWRs.

In section 3, the main conclusions from the large review on secondary degradation

done by Clayton in 1989 are provided. In this section also, data from the DEFEX and

DEFEX II Demo projects performed in the Studsvik research reactor have been

scrutinised. Some other relevant data generated in test reactors are also presented in

this section.

Section 4 is dedicated to the studies of the prerequisites for hydrogen ingress into the

zirconium alloy.

Section 5 reviews the open literature data of different material tests of zirconium

alloys to elucidate the secondary degradation mechanisms

Based upon the analysis of the results from sections 2-5, a theory explaining why

certain rods develop axial splits or transversal breaks is proposed in section 6. This

section also shortly discusses means to decrease the secondary degradation tendency

and suggests some new potential failure modes.

Section 7 lists the different reviewed references

1-2
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2. Failures in commercial reactors
During reactor operation, the fuel rod may fail due to a primary cause such as fretting,
PCI1, manufacturing defects, corrosion, etc. Water which comes in through the
primary defect may lead to the formation of secondary defects which may lead to
degradation of the failed fuel rod. As an introduction to secondary degradation, the
statistics of the different primary failure types in commercial reactors and the
mechanisms involved are presented in section 2.1 and 2.2. Section 2.3 then focuses on
degraded failed fuel literature data. Finally, section 2.4 discusses the main
characteristics of degraded fuel in commercial reactors.

2.1. Classification and statistics of primary failures
Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 provides a list of different types of primary failures that have

occurred over years (IAEA, 1998).

1 Pellet Cladding Mechanical Interaction, PCMI, occurs at the point when contact between pellets and
cladding has been obtained. The thermal expansion of the fuel pellets during power ramps may impose
cladding tensile stresses that will increase both the cladding diameter and the fuel cladding length.
However, if the iodine concentration is large enough during the power ramp, failures due to iodine
assisted stress corrosion cracking may occur. PCMI under the influence of large enough iodine
concentration to cause iodine assisted stress corrosion cracking is named Pellet Cladding Interaction,

PCI, and is described in section 2.2.3.

2-1
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Table 2-1: Observed primary failure mechanisms (IAEA, 1998).

Fuel rod failures

Manufacturing defects

Hydriding

PCI/SCC

Corrosion

Dry out*

Clad collapse6

Grid-rod fretting

Debris fretting

Rodbowb

Baffle jetting

in clad, end plug or weld

by moisture or other contamination in pellets/rods

by high power ramps, or assisted by clad/pellet imperfections

with large variety of different root causes and contributing
factors

only one case of overheating by excessive channel bow
(BWR)

by axial gaps in the fuel column due to fuel densiftcation
(PWR>

with large variety of different root causes and contributing
factors

from metallic debris circulating in the coolant

from several root causes, can lead to exceeding design limits,
but has not caused fuel rod failures except in one early event
of excessive bow

by cross-flow from defective core baffle joints (PWR)

Damage to the assembly structure0

Assembly bow from several root causes, can lead to handling damage or
other problems

Other deformation6 by Zry growth/differential growth leading to structural misfit

Fretting wear from a large variety of phenomena with different root causes

Zry hydriding2 only one case of excessive hydrogen takeup in guide tubes
(PWR)

* Isolated event.
b Earlier occurrences, no noticeable problems during the last ten years.
c With few exceptions no leaking rods.
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Table 2-2: Main reported incidences of fuel failures (F. Garzarolli et al, 1979).

Failure
mechanism

Hydiiding
(^0.1% failures)

Pellet clad
interaction *

Clad
collapsing

Corrosion
(crud)

PWR
plant (cycle No.)

Beznau 1(1,2)
Ginna (1,2)
Mihama 1 (1)

i Obrigheim (1)
: Pt. Beach 1(1)

Maine Yankee (1)
Obrigheim (6)
Pt. Beach 1 (3)

Beznau 1(1,2)
Ginna 1(1,2)
Mihama 1 (1)
Pt. Beach 1(1,2)

• Robinson'2(1)

None

BWR
plant (cycle No.)

All BWR 1,2,3 's.
u

Fukushima 2 g*
Lingcn •«
Vermont Yankee >

Dresden 3 (3)
Gundremmingen (5)
Oskarshamn 1 (2)
Peach Bottom 2(1)
Quad Cities 2 (2)

None

Big Rock Point
(several cycles)
Tsuruga
(several cycles)

HWR
plant (year)

None

Douglas Point (£1972)
Pickering 1 (£1972)

None

SGHWR (1968)

Failure
mechanism

Rod bowing
(growth/
interaction)

Fretting
(a) foreign particles

Qi>.i% failures)

(b) assembly vibration b

(c) channel wear c

(d) rod to spacer
(£0.1% failures)

PWR
plant (cycle No.)

Beznau 1 (1)
Ginna 1 (1)
Mihama 1 (1)
Mihama 2 (2)
Obrigheim (1)
Zorita(l)

None

Borssclc(l)
Mihama 1 (2)
Pt. Beach 1 (3)
Zorita (2)

-

Stade (5)

BWR
plant (cycie No.)

Dresden (1)

Gundremmingen (1)
Nine Mile Point (1)

None

Miihleberg(l)
Pilgrim (1)
Vermont Yankee (1)

None

HWR
plant (year)

None

Gentilly 1

—

None

a Confirmed ramp incidents.
b Borssele weak hold-down spring. Other plants cross-flow.
c Vibration of incorc components. Spacer spring distortion by assembly repair.

The statistics of the occurrence of primary failures in PWRs and BWRs up to 1977 are
shown in Figure 2-1, and Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-1: Overall significance of fuel failures in PWR plants (Garzarolli et al,

1979).
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Figure 2-2: Overall significance of fuel failures in BWR plants (Garzarolli et al,

1979).

More recent statistics data are shown in Figure 2-3, and Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-3: Estimated time evolution of regional fuel failure rates: BWRs, PWRs,
1987-1994, (IAEA, 1998).
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BWRs 1987-1990 BWRs 1991-1994

PWRs 1987-1990 PWRs 1991-1994

S3 Debris fretting
m PCI

E Manufacturing
• CILC
• Others
0 Unknown

S3 Debris fretting
• Grid-rod fretting
IS Manufacturing
m Baffle jetting
• Others
(2 Unknown

Figure 2-4: Estimated world distribution of fuel failure causes. (IAEA, 1998).

2.2. Causes and mechanisms of primary fuel
failures

2.2.1. Primary hydriding
Primary hydriding was in earlier days a common fuel failure cause, Figure 2-1 and
Figure 2-2, but nowadays with improved fuel rod manufacturing processes this failure
cause is less common, Figure 2-4. The reason for this type of failure was the existence
of hydrogenous impurities in the fuel that resulted in localised areas of heavy
hydriding named hydride blisters or sunburst in the sound rod that in turn resulted in
fuel failure. Figure 2-5 shows an example of localised hydriding, where the cracks are
a result of the stresses associated with the increase in volume due to hydride
formation2.

2 The specific volume of the zirconium hydride is larger than that of the zirconium metal
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Figure 2-5: Metallographic cross-section at a sunburst. Cracks can be observed in the

centre of the hydride blister (Garzarolli et al, 1979).

2.2.1.1. Sources of hydrogen

The main source of the hydrogen in the fuel rods was residual moisture in the UO2

pellets that was a result from a non-optimised manufacturing process. The final
residual moisture level in the loaded pellets depends on the drying and handling
procedures, the open porosity and the shape of the pores (Garzarolli et al., 1979).
Desorption of water by drying is very effective as can be seen, in Figure 2-6.

30.25 10.30 10.35
Density (g/cm3)

10.40 1CU5

Figure 2-6: Influence of density and drying procedure on the hydrogen content of fuel

pellets (Garzarolli et al, 1979).
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2.2.1.2. Critical concentration of hydrogen

The critical concentration of hydrogen in a fuel rod for local hydriding depends on the

source of hydrogen, the general absorption rate and the time to local passivation

(Garzarolli et al., 1979). Figure 2-7 compares data of HF-contaminated tubes filled

with wet hydrogen with that of tubes filled with water, HF and aluminum chips. It is

clear that the critical amount of hydrogen is much lower with wet hydrogen than in

the experiment with water.

h j HF contaminated samples in H2

^-^ 3S0°C/42h

( T ) pins containing H20»HF*AI
35Q°C/384h

.('I (3!
100 T

550 --

0.01 0.1 1 10
(mg H j / cm 1 ' )

Figure 2-7: Influence of the total hydrogen concentration on the out-of-reactor
probabilities of sunburst formation in hydrofluoric-contaminated Zircaloy samples at
350°C under wet hydrogen in a water environment (Garzarolli et al, 1979).

In-pile failures due to sunburst formation appears to only occur above 2 mg H2O/cm3

cold void irrespective of Linear Heat Generation Rate, LHGR, Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8: Primary hydride defects in relation to initial gas phase moisture
equivalent and linear heat generation rate. Only rods with more than 2 mg H2O/cm3

cold rod void volume did fail (Garzarolli et al, 1979).

2.2.2. External corrosion

Garzarolli et al. (1979) reported that even in the absence of CRUD layers on the fuel
rods, accelerated corrosion due to thermal feedback3 can occur. Indications of an
unexpected accelerated corrosion were seen on experimental high power rods in the
OWR Obrigheim reactor, Figure 2-9.

3 Since the zirconium oxide has much lower thermal conductivity than that of the zirconium metal, the
formation of oxide may, if it is thick enough, result in a higher cladding temperature, that in turn would
increase the corrosion rate. This would increase the oxide thickness further resulting in an even higher
cladding temperature and higher corrosion rate, thus leading to a thermal feedback effect.
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Figure 2-9: Accelerated corrosion observed on experimental high power rods in KWO

after two cycles of operation (Garzarolli et al, 1979).

2.2.3. PCI
PCI failures are due to mechanical interaction between the fuel pellet and the cladding
under the influence of the fission product iodine resulting in stress corrosion cracking
failures, Figure 2-10. The PCI mechanism was explained by Garzarolli et al. (1979) as
follows, Figure 2-11. After long exposure at low powers a large enough power ramp
may result in cladding tensile stresses that in turn leads to plastic deformation. These
tensile stresses may be reduced by creep relaxation of the fuel (compression) and
cladding (outward creep). During or some time after the ramp the fission product
release rate shows a peak. This may lead to an additional temperature increase and
thermal expansion of the fuel pellet resulting in an additional increase in cladding
stresses. Stress corrosion cracking is only possible if both the fission product
concentration and the stresses are large enough.
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I
Figure 2-10: Typical features of PCI defects in metallographic cross-sections
(Garzarolli et al, 1979).

Stress in cladding
brittlt
PCI cracking
//A

Figure 2-11: Basic model of PCI cracking (Garzarolli et al, 1979).
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2.2.4. Fuel densification and clad collapse
Garzarolli et al. (1979) reported that flattened rods were first seen in Beznau 1 during
the 1971 refuelling outage, Figure 2-12. The flattening of the rods was possible due to
fuel densification and axial settlement that resulted in gap formation in the fuel
column. Due to irradiation creep under the system coolant overpressure the cladding
subsequently collapsed in unsupported sections of the rods. Garzarolli et al. (1979)
also reported that examinations of rods from other reactors indicated that this type of
rod collapse only occurred for un-pressurised rods with unstable fuel4. The authors
also mentioned that the length of flattened sections ranged from 13 to 75 mm and that
only a small fraction of the flattened fuel rods developed leaks due to the high local
strain during collapsing. Another consequence of clad flattening is local power
peaking in the collapsed and adjacent rods due to that the increased water volume will
increase moderation. Increased gap between fuel rods without any fuel rod collapsing
will also result in increased rod power, Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-12: Example of cladding collapse from Beznau 1 PWR (F. Garzarolli et al,

1979).

4 Unstable fuel is fuel that continues to sinter in-reactor leading to significant decrease in dimensions.
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60 80
Gap Size (mm)

Figure 2-13: Power spike in adjacent rod as a function of gap size for a regular fuel
lattice (Garzarolli et al, 1979).

Under the external overpressure the cladding creeps down and ovalizes due to the
irradiation creep until it contacts the pellets. Continued creep-down after the contact
between the cladding and the pellet stack will reduce the degree of ovalisation. In
sections with gaps in the fuel column the ovalisation is more severe leading to local
ovality loops, Figure 2-14.

no

I

109 108 107

INCHES FROM BOTTOM OF ROD
PROFIL.OMETRY

106 105 104

Figure 2-14: Section ofBeznau 1 region 2 fuel rod with a short gap in the fuel column.
1 mils = 25 pan (Garzarolli et al, 1979).

Garzarolli et al. (1979) states that the probability of rod collapsing depends on the
degree of system overpressure, the cladding wall thickness to diameter ratio, the
initial local ovality, the eccentricity, and the size of the gap in the fuel column, Figure
2-15. This figure also shows that an increased wall thickness to diameter ratio as well
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as pre-pressurisation strongly reduces the risk of cladding collapse even if large gaps
exist in the fuel column.
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Figure 2-15: Critical ovalityfor collapsing and ovality increase versus exposure for

various overpressures ,Ap, and wall thickness to diameter, Sid, ratio (Garzarolli et al,

1979).

2.2.5. Bowing and growth of fuel rods and assemblies
Changes in the length of fuel assemblies and rods are mainly due to irradiation
growth5 of Zircaloy but also other factors come into play.

s Anisotropic redistribution and capture of point defects, formed due to fast neutron irradiation in
zirconium base alloys, may result in dimensional changes in the material without any imposed stresses.
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2.2.5.1. Fuel rod axial growth

The length increase of Zircaloy-clad fuel rods is a function of four parameters:

• Anisotropic creep-down6

• Irradiation growth

• Pellet Cladding Mechanical Interaction, PCMI

• Cladding hydriding7

2.2.5.2. Fuel rod bowing

Permanent fuel rod bowing may result from in-pile relaxation of residual cladding
stresses or from an interaction between rods and the spacer grids of the assembly
structure. Excessive fuel rod bowing may lead to local coolant flow restriction, which
may decrease the dry-oufand LOCA9 margins. Thus, to ensure that the fuel rod
criteria related to dry-out and LOCA are fulfilled for fuel rods with excessive bowing
the maximum fuel rod power might have to be reduced.

Relaxation of residual stresses

Garzarolli et al. (1979) reported that Zircaloy tubes cold-drawn without any final
annealing did fail in Dresden 1 during the first two cycles. The authors mentioned that
during operation the creep relaxation of the residual stresses from the manufacturing
process resulted in rod bowing specifically in areas of high powers. This resulted in
bowing of some of the corner rods to such an extent that they touched the inner side of
the corners in the flow channels. Garzarolli et al. (1979) further mentioned that this
resulted in local restriction of the coolant flow and thereby an increase in the cladding
temperature and finally in fuel rod failure due to excessive corrosion. The authors
state that in subsequent reloads, this failure mechanism was eliminated by introducing
a stress-relieve annealing of the tubes as a final heat-treatment.

6 The creep-down of the cladding would not result in any length change if the cladding properties were
isotropic. Zircaloy tubing does however normally have a pronounced texture resulting in anisotropic
behaviour leading to a length increase when the cladding creeps down onto the pellets. This effect is
only relevant before cladding/pellet contact has been reached.
7 Since zirconium hydride have a larger specific volume compared to that of zirconium, the dimensions
of a zirconium component such as e.g. the fuel rod may be extended due to hydriding.
8 During normal operation, class I operation, and anticipated operational occurrences, class II operation,
the surface heat flux in the fuel rods must be lower than that resulting in, dry-out, i.e., film boiling. The
film boiling results in a very low thermal heat transfer coefficient, leading to very high cladding
temperatures that in turn may result in corrosion failure in a short time.
9 During a Loss of coolant accident, LOCA, certain temperature limits apply to the fuel cladding to
ensure that the fuel rods are coolable.
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Grid restraint

The mechanism of this phenomenon related to PWR fuel was explained by Garzarolli
et al, (1979) as follows. Grid spring and dimple to clad contact forces in the presence
of differential fuel rod axial growth may result in an axial compressive stress. The
axial compressive stresses may then cause bowing by creep deformation. The rate of
bowing depends mainly on compressive stress level, initial bow, and decreases with
increasing time as a consequence of the relaxation of the spacer springs, Figure 2-16.
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Fast Neutron Dose (cm"*)

Figure 2-16: Relaxation of zirconium spacer spring contact forces (Garzarolli et al,

1979).

The authors also mentioned that the magnitude of the compressive axial force caused
by the grids may depend on the technique used during the assembling. They state that
a pushing procedure results in compressive forces early in life (worst case), whereas a
pulling procedure initially leads to tensile stresses, and compressive forces are built up
later in life. The maximum axial forces are given by the restraint of the grids, which
are determined by the friction coefficient and the spring load of the spacer springs.
Consequently, the difference in bowing tendency for different designs and fabrication
routes may thus be partly due to the different initial bowing and different initial axial
forces.

2.2.5.3. Fuel assembly bowing

Fuel assembly bowing may lead to mechanical incompatibility problems during

unloading and loading. Fuel assembly bowing in a PWR and fuel channel bowing in a
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BWR may also lead to control rod insertion problems and to decrease of the thermal

margins. According to Garzarolli et al. (1979), the fuel assembly bowing may result

from:

• The relaxation of residual stresses

• Differential irradiation growth due to material inhomogeneities10

• Differential growth due to flux gradients

• Irradiation creep

• Differential thermal elongation11

The bowing of a BWR assembly is always determined by the channels since they are
much stiffer than the fuel bundle.

2.2.6. Wear and fretting mechanisms
Fretting failures that have occurred in-reactor involves both chemical and mechanical
mechanisms12. In materials whose corrosion resistance is due to passivity of an oxide
film such as Zircaloy continuous removal of this film results both in mechanical wear
as well as high corrosion rate.

The extent of fretting depends on contact pressure, on the number, frequency and
amplitude of cycles and on the temperature. Results indicate that weight loss of
Zircaloy increased linearly and showed a tendency of saturation with the contact
pressure (Garzarolli et al, 1979). The influence of number of cycles on the weight loss
is normally found to be linear after an initial period, Figure 2-17.

10 The irradiation growth rate depends on material microstructure, specifically the texture. If the texture
in the fuel channel sheet material varies, this may result in fuel channel bowing in a constant fast
neutron flux.
11 If a e.g. PWR assembly is located in the core where a significant temperature difference exists over
the PWR lattice cross section, this may lead to different thermal expansions of the guide tubes resulting
in fuel assembly bowing.
12 Wear can result from the following three mechanical mechanisms: 1) adhesion, 2) abrasion, and 3)
surface fatigue. Adhesive wear is caused by the generation and destruction of macro welds between the
surfaces of two contacting and sliding components. Abrasive wear is obtained when hard asperities of
particles slides over a soft surface. Motion between the soft and hardening surfaces causes the asperity
of particle to plough into the softer material. The fatigue process results when a surface is subjected to
repeated strain cycling by continuous sliding, rolling or impacting motions. This cycling can result in
fatigue crack initiation at the surface.
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Figure 2-17: £$fecf of time on fretting ofZircaloy (F. Garzarolli et al, 1979).

During operation all the fuel rods and fuel assemblies vibrate to some extent. The
spring forces in a spacer are designed to prevent fuel pins lifting off the supports
(dimples) under vibrational forces. The vibrational forces on the PWR fuel rods are
largest at the bottom of the assembly due to the coolant turbulence at the bottom
nozzle. Therefore, nearly all fretting problems have been observed at the lowest
spacer grid or at the lower end support, Garzarolli et al, (1979). They also reported
that the fretting effects at spacers observed in PWRs were caused by low spring forces
or spring deformations that resulted in loss of contact. Since significant fretting has
never been observed on the upper PWR spacers, the authors concluded that loss of
contact in higher elevations is less critical. Garzarolli et al (1979) also reported that
fretting failures in peripheral PWR assemblies was caused by high-velocity coolant
cross-flow leaking through gaps in the corner joints in the core baffle, baffle jetting.

The cross-flow caused excessive rod vibrations and fretting through the cladding in
the grid support areas. Cross-flow leading to fuel failures have also been seen as a
result of PWR assemblies with different pressure drops sitting adajcent to each other.

However, in BWRs assemblies the situation is more complex since an additional peak
of the vibrational forces is expected about at the mid-plane of the assemblies
(Garzarolli et al, 1979). The vibrational measurements under two-phase flow
conditions showed that the vibration amplitude increases with increasing void, reaches
a maximum at 10-20 % void, and decreases again to the same amplitude as in single-
phase flow conditions at about 50 % void (Garzarolli et al, 1979). However, no grid-
to-rod fretting problems has been seen in BWRs.
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During the last couple of years a large number of debris fretting failures have also

occurred. The failures is a result of the debris getting stuck preferentially between the

fuel grid and rod and due to the turbulence of the coolant, the debris will start to

remove material from the fuel rod and eventually leading to fuel rod penetration.

2.2.7. Weld defects
The welds at the top and bottom end plugs have in some cases been defect, e.g., due to
cracking or formation of porosity in the weld. In some other cases, contamination of
the weld protective gas have resulted in specifically nitrogen pickup that deteriorates
the weld corrosion performance to a such an extent that corrosion failures may occur.

2.3. Operational behaviour of defected fuel

2.3.1. Operational consequences of defective fuel rods

Defective fuel rods release fission products into the primary coolant. The resulting
coolant avtivity is a balance between the release rate of active species through the
defect, the decay and the removal of the active species by the purification system. The
fission products may be released as follows:

• Slow or sudden release of stored fission products immediately after the cladding
perforation

• Steady-state release of fission products from existing fuel failures during constant
power operation

• Fission product spiking during shutdown

• Moderately increased release rate during non-steady operation of a plant.

During the period 1992-1993 six plants in US and in Europe were forced into
unscheduled outages because of concerns about failed liner fuel degradation leading
to excessively high off-gas activities (IAEA-388, 1998). In all these cases, the very
high off-gas activites resulted from only one or two failed rods. Both long axial cracks
and significant loss of fuel pellet material were observed. Sihver et al. (1997) states
that axial cracking is the most severe type of secondary degradation since it often lead
to fuel washout, Figure 2-18.
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Figure 2-18: 239Np activity measured in the coolant before and after a long split (1
rod with sponge Zr-liner) and a circumferential break, respectively. A long split cause
a significantly larger UO2 washout than a circumferential crack (Sihver et al., 1997).

2.3.2. Defective fuel rod behaviour

Once a fuel rod is perforated, water and steam can enter. The penetration of the fuel
cladding will subsequently allow water to enter the gap between the cladding and the
fuel pellet stack, since the fuel rod pressure normally is much lower than the reactor
system pressure, Figure 2-19. The water gets vaporised and hydrogen may be
produced through three different reactions: 1) oxidation of the fuel cladding inner
surface, 2) fuel oxidation, 3) radiolysis of the steam.
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Figure 2-19: A schematic illustration of hydriding process of the cladding in a

defective fuel rod (Kim and Kim, 1999).

The oxide that forms at the clad inner surface is uniform and its thickness decreases
with increasing distance from the primary defect, Figure 2-20.

•30 203 300 400

DISTANCE FROM DEFECT ! i rm)

Figure 2-20: Inner oxide layer thickness as a function of the distance from the

cladding defect (F. Garzarolli et al, 1979).
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Hydrogen absorption from the steam in the pellet-cladding gap may under certain
circumstances lead to secondary hydriding, in the form of hydride blisters or
sunbursts, Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-21.

0.5 mm

Figure 2-21: Oxide patches and enhanced hydriding of the inner clad surface of

defective rods (F. Garzarolli et al, 1979).

How long time it takes to develop secondary hydriding depends upon the heat flux
and the time the rod has run in defective condition Figure 2-22.
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Figure 2-22: Development of secondary hydriding defects after a primary defect

(Garzarolli et al, 1979).

The fuel is almost stoichiometric in sound rods, while with the steam ingress in the
defected fuel, some of the UO2 may be oxidised, thus increasing the stoichiometry
UO2+X. The potential influence of fuel oxidation on the degradation of failed fuel is
discussed further in section 4. The degree of oxidation depends upon:

• Time of exposure after the cladding has been perforated

• The fuel temperature

• The water chemistry.

The hydrogen produced through the fuel oxidation will add to that released through
the cladding inner surface corrosion reaction. This released hydrogen in the
pellet/cladding gap will increase of the hydrogen partial pressure. Further oxidation of
the fuel pellet may be buffered by the hydrogen. However, the presence of H2O2,
which may be produced by the radiolysis of the steam may oxidise UO2 to higher O/U
ratios than that expected by equilibrium.

Garzarolli et al (1979) reported on hot cell examinations that have shown that the
increase in the O/U ratio is most pronounced at the pellet surface and that a dense
surface layer of U3O8 is often found in defective rods. The authors further mention
that this layer appears to increase in depth with increasing primary defect size and
increased exposure in defect condition. The formation of the U3O8 layer results in a
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small increase in pellet diameter. The increase in stoichiometry results in a decrease in
thermal conductivity of the pellet and consequently in a rise in the fuel pellet
temperature. Also the steam ingress through the defect will result in a further fuel
temperature increase, since the thermal conductivity of steam is lower than that of the
gases in the gap prior to the failure.

Lin et al., (1994) reported on the O/U ratio distribution in a defective fuel pellet by
converting the measured microhardness to U/O ratio, Figure 2-23. Based upon the
results it was suggested that oxygen from the incoming water was redistributed under
the temperature gradient within the fuel pellet. A central hole was also formed in this
pellet and columnar grains were observed around this hole. These microstructural
changes in the fuel pellet indicate a much higher fuel temperature due to the low
thermal conductivity of the oxidised pellet.
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Figure 2-23: Typical microhardness measurement results, which qualitatively depicts
the variation of U/O ratio within the fuel pellet(Lin et al., 1994).

2.33. Secondary fuel failures
Secondary defects in failed fuel may appear in different forms such as bulges, blisters,
holes, failed end plugs, longitudinal (splits) and circumferential cracks. These
secondary defects may originate from:

• PCI cracks (primary defect)

• Manufacturing defects (primary defect)

• Weld defects (primary defect)

• Fretting defects (primary defect)

• Hydride blisters (normally secondary defect)
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Harbottle et al., (1994) reported on the location of secondary defects in liner13 and
non-liner BWR fuel cladding Figure 2-24. From the figure one can see that
circumferential breaks (or cracks) only occur at about 500 to 1000 mm from the lower
end plug, LEP, whereas longitudinal (or axial cracks/splits) are distributed more
uniformly along the whole length of the fuel rod. In PWR fuel rods, the defects are
about the same as in BWRs except that long axial cracks or splits do not exist. Also,
in PWRs more secondary degradation is located in the upper part of the rod in the
region of highest temperatures.

• Missing cladding

• Blister

o Cracked blister

A Circum. crack

• Debris hole

a Hydrided UEP weid

* Short split

- LEP defect

Axial splits

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Axial elevation from lower end plug (mm)

Figure 2-24: Location and dimension of secondary damage in failed rods. UEP =
upper end plug, LEP=lower end plug (Harbottle et al., 1994).

2.3.3.1. GE results

Armijo (1994) introduced the term degraded fuel representing failed fuel that either
had an off gas (sum of six isotopes: Xe-138, Xe-135, Xe-133, Kr-87, Kr-88, and Kr-
85m) level larger than 5000 (xCi/s or a total crack length that was larger than 6 inches
(152 mm), Figure 2-25.

13 To improve PCI performance of BWR fuel, fuel vendors have lined the inner part of the fuel cladding
rod with a zirconium base material, liner, with much higher PCI resistance. Originally all BWR fuel
vendors used zirconium sponge liner (almost pure zirconium with some impurity levels of oxygen and
iron). Today, however, all fuel vendors have alloyed their liner to improve the corrosion performance
without deteriorating the PCI performance, significantly.
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Figure 2-25 Working definitions of fuel rod degradation (Armijo, 1994)

From a GE database of 48 failed Zr sponge liner fuel rods Armijo (1994), concluded

that the onset of degradation14 could be correlated to a power increases which stresses

the cladding and causes a crack. The referred database by Armijo (1994) is shown in

Table 2-3.

14 Onset of degradation is the point in time, after the primary defect has occurred, when the off gas level

becomes larger than 5000 jiCi/s
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Table 2-3: Defected barrier fuel behaviour - excluding CILC (months), (Armijo,

1994)

No.
of Rods

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
4
7

17

30

48

Degraded
Yes No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Post-Defect
Time to

Split

0.0
0.2
0.6
0.6
1.5
2.3
2.4
3.1
3.4
4.1
5.0
5.4
6.4
7.8
8.4
8.5
9.3

14.8

Total
Post-Defect
Operation

4.4
5.3
0.6
5.3

11.5
6.8
9.4
9.7
9.3

11.0
6.2

16.9
11.3
13.8
16.3
10.1
11.9
16.8

<2
2-5
5-10
10-20

-63% of defected barrier rods did not degrade.
-22% of defected rods split in less than one month.

In Figure 2-26 the data set of failed GE Zr sponge liner fuel rods shows the relation

between off gas and the time operated in defected condition. In Table 2-3 one can see
that 22% of the defected rods degraded in less than a month. For fuel that have
operated for 5 months or less in failed condition, 3 out of 10, i.e., 30% rods have
degraded, Figure 2-26. The corresponding figure for rods operated longer than 5
months in failed condition, is 16 out of 37 rods, i.e. 43 %. The data is however scarce
and it is not possible to assess the tendency for degradation as a function of the
operation time in failed condition from these data.
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Figure 2-26 Barrier fuel degradation behaviour, including some published work on

ABB failed barrier rods (Armijo, 1994)

Edsinger et al. (2000) reported that in most cases of examined failed degraded fuel
rods with axial cracks, the failure is macroscopically brittle since the cracked surface
is perpendicular to the azimuthal direction, and furthermore, there is hardly any
cladding wall thinning, Figure 2-27. The authors also mentions that claddings with
long axial cracks contain only low to moderate levels of hydrogen, 150-300 wtppm.
They further states that in most cases, the secondary cracks seem to initiate at massive
hydrides. Edsinger et al. mentions that comparing crack lengths and time at reactor
power, the maximum of the lowest possible crack propagation rate to explain the
observed axial cracks is roughly 2 rnm/hr15.

1S It is difficult to estimate the crack propagation rate in-reactor, since one only sees the final length of
the crack, e.g., in the hot cell. This observed crack could have been generated at a very high crack
propagation rate in-reactor or at a much lower rate. The average of this lower rate can be calculated by
taking the half length and divide it with the operation time after the split was formed (this can be
estimated from the activity release rates into the coolant). One should only take half length of the crack
since the crack propagates in two directions simultaneously. If one now does the same calculations of
the average rate of crack propagation in a number of different cases where axial cracks were formed,
one can assess the maximum rate of all these calculated average lower rates.
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Figure 2-27: Ductile behaviour of liner revealed by metallography in failed Hatch-2

rod C6 (K. Edsinger et al. 1998).

KKL and Hatch-1 results

In Leibstadt in Switzerland, KKL, during cycle 5 (1988-1989) a high off-gas level
was attributed to a single failed rod in a Zr sponge liner cladding with a 58 cm long
axial crack. The same type of large off-gas levels and long axial cracks were also seen
in Hatch 1.

Seven rods were examined in hot cell, Table 2-4. Five of these rods are schematically

shown in Figure 2-28 and details of the hot cell examinations are provided in the

following.
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Table 2-A: Fuel rods retrieved for hot cell PIE. Preconditioning Interim Operating

Management Recommendations, PCIOMRs are operational restrictions to protect

non-liner fuel in the core from PCI (Armijo, 1994).

Reactor
KKL

Hatch-1

Bundle
LYE798
LYH200

LYE473
LYC678
LYC678
LYG407
LYG407

Rod
D6
El

G6*
F4
D6
C7**
G3**

Bundle
Bumup

(MWd/kgU)
25.9
32.2

22.8
16.4
16.4
21.2
21.2

Peak Offgas
Per Rod
OiCi/s)
86,400
5.560

3.500
4,880

6,700

Time of Defect Oper. (Mo.)

Total
9.7
4.4

»**

13.8

5.3

After Onset
of Degrad.

6.4
4.4

***

6

4.1

PCIOMRs
Modified
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

*Nonbarrier
**Urania-Gadolina Fuel

***Data obscured by other failed fuel rods in the core
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n
Sep
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See Fig. 2-32
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See Fig. 2-33
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Figure 2-28 Rods examined in hot cell (Armijo, 1994).
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From gross gamma scans, it can be seen that fuel has been eroded from the KKL rods
D6 and El and that more fuel was lost from the D6 rod, that is consistent with its
higher offgas and longer service in defect condition.
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b. Detail of the region immediately atx>ve the split.

Figure 2-29 KKL rod LYE798/D6; gross gamma scan (Armijo, 1994)
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Total-
Max: 120,000
Min:0

Step: 0.5 mm 50 1000 2000 3000 3950

Figure 2-30 KKL rod LYH200/E1; gross gamma scan (Armijo, 1994)

From the axial profiles of diameter measurements, Figure 2-31, it can be seen that

virtually no plastic strain exists beyond the crack tip which indicates brittle fracture.
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Figure 2-31: KKL rods: diametralprofilometry. Red arrows indicate no cladding

plastic deformation ahead of the axial crack (Armijo, 1994)

A section through the crack near its upper tip in the KKL rod D6 is shown in Figure

2-32. Here the Zr-liner has been completely oxidised, and there is some hydriding on

the outer surface; but the Zircaloy is not heavily hydrided. The fracture surfaces is

perpendicular to the cladding hoop direction, thus another feature that indicates brittle

fracture. Armijo (1994) further mentions that there were no evidence of primary

defects other than the main cracks in these KKL rods, and based upon that he believes

that the primary defects were manufacturing cracks that propagated and formed the

splits that were observed. He also stated that there was little evidence of hydride
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damage in the vicinity of the cracks in rods D6 and El. This situation would indicate

that the crack forming the axial split did not propagate from a hydride blister.

Figure 2-32: £KL rod D6 showing hydrogen distribution at crack (Armijo, 1994)

Both the Hatch F4 and C7 fuel rods had primary failures caused by debris fretting in

the plenum in rod F4 and in the fuel column region in rod C7. In the region of the

cladding split, Figure 2-33, the Zircaloy cladding is massively hydrided and Armijo

explains that this is the result of secondary hydride damage. The same figure also

shows that the fracture of the axial split in the Hatch- 1 rod is brittle in nature since

the fracture surface is oriented 90° to the azimuthal direction and no clad thinning was

observed. Lower on the rod there is neither extensive oxidation nor hydriding

reported Armijo (1994). Yet, the liner has been fully oxidised, the reason being that

the split occurred first and the opening of the crack will result in liner oxidation

argued Armijo (1994).
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Figure 2-33 Hatch-1 rod LYC678/F4; cladding structure at the crack(Armijo, 1994)

Armijo (1994) suggests that the degradation of the failed fuel in KKL and Hatch-1

were correlated to a power increase which stresses the cladding and causes a crack,

illustrated in Figure 2-34 and Figure 2-35.
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Figure 2-34: Hatch-1 rod LYC678/F4. Red arrow indicate local power increase

resulting in the development of the axial crack (Armijo, 1994).
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Figure 2-35: KKL rod LYE798/D6. Red arrow indicate local power increase resulting

in the development of the axial crack (Armijo, 1994)
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The behaviour of failed liner rod F4 in Hatch 1, were modeled by the DEFECT code16

Figure 2-36. A comparison is made between the calculated and measured values for
the inner cladding oxide and the amount of cladding hydriding. The solid line in the
left figure indicates the hydrogen concentration in gap a couple of months after the
primary fretting defect occurred at the top of the rod but before the secondary defect
developed. It is clear that most part of the length of the pellet-cladding gap consists of
almost pure hydrogen (left figure). After 8 months of operation one can see that the
lower 50 inches of the fuel rod has also no protective oxide formed at the clad inner
surface (right figure). As will be further discussed in sections 4 and 6 the pure
hydrogen together with that no protective oxide exists at the clad inner diameter are
believed to be prerequisites for secondary hydride formation. The development of the
axial crack occurred during a power ramp where the maximum power increase
occurred at about 50 inches from the bottom part of the rod, Figure 2-32. It is
speculated that cracks in the hydride blisters at this location would propagate under
the influence of tensile stresses imposed by the power increase, resulting in the
formation of an axial crack (the proposed mechanisms is provided in section 6). This
axial crack would result in inlet of a lot of steam in this location thus resulting in a
low hydrogen partial pressure, that is modelled in the left particles of the figure
(dashed line). The bars in both figures show GE PIE data of the Hatch 1 rod F4 for
comparison.

Hydrogen Content in Cladding (ppm)

800 1200 1600 2000 2400
I [ I I

o 100

.00 ,20 .«0 .SO .SO 1.00
Hydxog«n Hola Fraction in Gap (-}

1,20 0 50 100 ISO 200
lunar Surface oxide Thiclmuss {microns)

Figure 2-36: Hydrogen concentration in gap and inner surface oxide thickness

profiles after 8 months (solid) and 12 months (dashed) of operation for Hatch 1 rod

F4. GE PIE data (bars) shown for comparison (R. Montgomery et al. 1994).

16 A computer code developed by ANATECH for EPRI that models the fuel behaviour under failed
conditions in a power reactor.
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Unlike the KKL rods, where there was no measurable plastic strain beyond the crack
tip, in the Hatch F4 and C7 rods there was substantial diametral strain of the cladding
(>0.5%) several centimeters ahead of the crack tip (Armijo, 1994).

Hatch-2 hot-cell results

Edsinger et al. (1998) reported on hot-cell examinations of the failed rods, C6 and A2,
from Hatch-2 reactor. The authors mentioned that both rods failed due to debris
fretting. The burnup of the rods C6 and A2 at end of life was 17 and 23 MWd/kgU,
respectively.

The authors stated that the A2 rod operated for more than 4 months between the
fretting failure and the onset of degradation and that it from this point operated in a
power-suppressed condition17 for almost 7 more months. Edsinger et al. (2000)
reported that the visual examination of the A2 rod revealed several quasi-continuous
cracks extending from 36 to 368 cm above the bottom end plug with a fretting
perforation at 356 cm elevation. The 330 cm long crack in the A2 rod was found to
consist of three separate cracks that had overlapped one another, Figure 2-37.

17 GE recommends the utilities to insert the control rod adjacent to the failed fuel assembly to reduce its
power and thereby minimises the degradation tendency.
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(b) 151 cm above bottom end plug

(c) 59 cm above bottom end plug

Figure 2-37: Photographs of overlapping cracks in the A2 rod (K. Edsinger et al.

2000)-

Edsinger et al. (2000) mentioned that based upon the offgas signal18, the C6 rod began

to degrade 18 days after the primary defect formation and the reactor was shut down

within 2 more days. The authors reported that the visual inspection showed that the

C6 rod had a fretting hole at 201 cm elevation above the bottom end plug and two

axial cracks, a 15 cm crack and a 23 cm crack, between 53 and 94 cm elevation.

Comparing the crack lengths and time at power, Edsinger et al (2000) calculated that

the C6 rod showed one of the highest lower bounds of crack speed, at about 2 mm/hr19

A nice feature with the C6 rod was that it had been unloaded from the core within 2

days of degradation, thus preserving the fracture surface much better than typically

observed. Macroscopically this failure was very brittle. The brittle nature of the

fracture can also be seen from the transversal metallography, as shown in Figure 2-27,

18 Elevated level of Xe-135.
19 Based on half crack length (23/2 cm) divided by the operation time in degraded condition (2 days).
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where fracture through the cladding is radial. The only exception is the fracture

through the zirconium liner, that has failed in a ductile manner since the fracture

surface angle is close to 45° to the cladding radial direction. A low magnification

SEM image of the fracture surface near a crack tip is shown in Figure 2-38. In this

figure, the crack ran from left to right and arrested with a crack front that lead close to

the clad outside surface. The fracture with a different appearance ahead of the crack

was created in the hot-cell when the two halves of the cladding were separated

reported Edsinger et al, 1998. The Chevron pattern that is seen in many alloys is a

typical signature of brittle fracture. The Chevron in rod C6 is however not symmetric

about the centre of the cladding but shifted towards the outer surface. This situation

indicates that the crack propagation rate was higher at the clad outer surface, perhaps,

due to higher stresses at this location of the cladding due to the temperature gradient

in the fuel cladding^CEdsinger et al, 2000). No dimples can be seen in the

micrographs shown in Figure 2-39.

20 BWR rods typically operate with the cladding inner surface at 25-40°C hotter than the outer surface

and this temperature gradient will result in a tensile stress at the clad outer diameter.
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crack front

Figure 2-3S(a) SEM micrograph of a crack tip in the C6 rod and (b) schematic

representations of half and full chevron patterns (K. Edsinger et al., 2000).
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Figure 2-39: Higher magnification fractography of crack tip in Figure 2-38 patterns

(K. Edsinger et al. 1998).

2.3.3.2. ABB Atom results

No splits have been seen on either Zr-Sn liner fuel or 10X10 fuel (Shiver et al. 1997).

They however reported that degradation leading to circumferential breaks followed

from massive hydriding located relatively far away from the primary failure. Shiver et

al (1997) mentioned that up to 1997 altogether 16 rods with circumferential breaks

had been observed on ABB Atom SVEA fuel, most of them in the lower part of rods,

Figure 2-40. The authors state that all of these failed rods were due to debris fretting
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as the primary failure cause and most of these primary failures were located in the

upper part of the rods. They mention that circumferential breaks predominantly occurs

in low burnup fuel and that altogether 7 axial splits longer than 15 cm have been

observed on ABB Atom SVEA 8x8 fuel. Of those, five were associated with primary

PCI failures and one, the most severe case, to sponge liner corrosion.

3500
• Primary failure
B Circumferential break

Type of fuel

Figure 2-40: Locations of primary failures and circumferential breaks, on the fuel

rods, for all cases where the exact location of the primary failure has been identified.

L. Sihver, L. Hallstadius, G. Wikmark, Recent ABB BWR Failure Experience, Proc.

ANS Topical Meeting on LWR Fuel Performance, Portland, Oregon, 1997.

The Sn-alloyed Zr-liner has demonstrated a post-failure corrosion behaviour

comparable to that of Zry-2 non-liner tubes, as discussed below, Figure 2-41. This is

believed to be due to the much more corrosion resistant Zr-Sn liner compared to that

ofZr sponge liner and is more discussed in section 6.

B2 results

The first Zr-Sn liner rod failed in the Barseback 2 reactor in 1991 and had a debris

primary failure at an elevation of 2870 mm reported Schrire et al. (1994). The

Barseback 2 rod continued to operate at about 30 kW/MWd/kgU for five months after

the intial failre indication in its first cycle, to a final burnup of 12.4 MWd/kgU,

without any indication of developing secondary degradation.
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02

The second failed Zr-Sn liner rod occurred in Oskarshamn 2 in 1992 and again the

activity release rate was low, comparable to that of the B2 failed rod.

03

In 1988, one fuel rod with zirconium sponge liner failed in Oskarshamn 3(11

MWd/kgU) due to debris fretting resulting in a large fission product release into the

coolant, Figure 2-41. Subsequent hot cell examination showed that the rod had

developed longitudinal cracks (5 cracks with a length of about 600 mm each) along

the whole length of the rod (IAEA-388, 1998). The hot cell examination of the failed

rod from Oskarshamn 3 showed that hydrides were oriented parallel to the crack

ahead of the crack tip (Schrire et al., 1994). The authors also mentioned that the same

examination showed that the zirconium liner was extensively oxidised, resulting in

such large cladding strains that the crack opening at room temperature was 1.4 mm.

They further claimed that half of this cladding strain could be accounted for by the

volume increase due to the liner oxidation21. The other half of the cladding strain was

due to fuel swelling due to its oxidation by the steam/water ingress. They also

calculated the minimum crack propagation rate to be 160 microns/hour, assuming a

constant crack growth rate during the 11 weeks of operation.

21 The specific volume is 56 % larger for the zirconium oxide than the zirconium metal.
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Figure 2-41:i35Xe release vs. rod average LHGR. The typical release is seen to

increase with LHGR. The Zr-liner rods behave like non-liner rods (Schrire et al,

1994).

F3

Schrire et al, 1994, mentioned that a number of failed ABB Atom non-liner rods from

Forsmark 3 with secondary cracks ranging from a few centimeters to a few decimeters

were investigated in hot-cell. The results also showed axially aligned hydrides ahead

of the crack, Figure 2-42.
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Figure 2-42: Metallography of failed Forsmark 3 rod, illustrating the alignement of

hydrides near the crack tip (Schrire et al. 1994).

TVon
The rod (F8) in TVO II in SVEA 64 non-liner fuel failed after 175 days in its first

irradiation cycle. This rod showed a dramatic increase in off-gas 40 days later

probably related to the development of a circumferential break. Subsequent poolside

inspections showed a debris failure at 110 inch above the LEP and a 1 inch missing

cladding ring at 30 inch elevation. This failure as modeled by the DEFECT code,

Figure 2-43, Figure 2-44, Figure 2-45. In Figure 2-43 it appears that the increase in

off-gas is not correlated with a power increase. It appears that the tensile stresses in

the cladding due to a power ramp are not necessary for the development of the

circumferential break. In Figure 2-44 one can se that the DEFECT code modelation

indicated that the oxide thickness at the clad inner surface where the circumferential

break developed was much thinner than elsewhere in the rod.
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Figure 2-43: Average and peak rodLHGR versus time. The times of the primary and

secondary failures are also noted (Montgomery et al. 1995).

Primary defect
(debris fretting)

Transversal Break

1O 1.2
(MICROB3)

Figure 2-44: DEFECT code modeling of the clad oxide thickness at the time before

the circumferential break developed, (Montgomery et al. 1995).
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DEFECT modelation in Figure 2-45 shows that just after 180 days about the bottom

40 inches of the fuel rod are susceptible for hydriding. And after about 235 days of

operation indeed a secondary defect is developed at 30 inches above bottom of the

rod.

200

150 200 2S0
TIME (DAYS)

300 350

Figure 2-45: DEFECT modeling showing the susceptible zone, i.e., the axial elevation

over time that has large enough ratio of hydrogen to steam pressures and small

enough oxide thickness at the clad inner surface. Also the time when the primary and

secondary defect are indicated with red lines and well as the location of the defects

with black lines (Montgomery et al. 1995).

Rl results

Lysell and Grigoriev (1999) reported on some characteristics features of axial splits in

failed BWR fuel rods in Ringhals 1. The authours mentioned that rods with axial

splits often showed Chevron patterns, Figure 2-46, Figure 2-47 compare also with

Figure 2-38. They report that the splits propagated in straight lines only deviating

when they propagate thorough hydride blisters. G. Lysell and V. Grigoriev (1999)

report that long apparently brittle axial splits have formed at local hydrogen contents

of 150 wtppm. They further mention that there are indications that in spite of the

brittle appearance of the axial splits the wall thinning can be several percent.
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Propagation direction

Cladding inside

Figure 2-46: Macroscopic chevron patterns on the fracture surface in relation to the

starting crack (Lysell and Grigoriev, 1999)

Figure 2-47 A power reactor produced crack and the propagation in both directions

from it ( Lysell and Grigoriev, 1999).

The authors also reported that fracture surfaces examined in SEM showed that the

macroscopic chevron pattern are long "hills" and "valleys" 10 to 100 [xm wide with

steep sides, Figure 2-48, Figure 2-49.
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" Crack propagation

_ p.

Figure 2-48 SEM image showing chevron patterns of "hills " and "valleys ", 100X (
Lysell and Grigoriev, 1999)

Figure 2-49 Sketch of a tangential/axial section thorough "hills " and "valleys " on a
fracture surface ( Lysell and Grigoriev, 1999)

Lysell and Grigoriev also presented that examinations of these fracture surfaces
revealed that the crack front had propagated furthest close to the cladding outside
surface. They suggest in addition that, the chevron pattern follow the local
propagation direction of the crack front and thus are perpendicular to the crack front
at any given time, Figure 2-50.
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Figure 2-50: Reconstruction of a crack front at right angles to the chevrons ( Lysell

and Grigoriev, 1999)

2.3.3.3. Siemens results

No data of degraded Siemens non-liner and ZrO.4Fe liner fuel of recent design have

been published to date. However, there exist some open literature data on degraded

Siemens Zr sponge-liner fuel reported by Huttman et al., 1997. The authors published

data on two 9-9QA Zr sponge liner fuel rods that both failed due to debris fretting in

the Kriimmel reactor. Both rods did develop long axial splits, 25 and 95 cm,

respectively, in conjunction with power ramps.

2.4. Summary of presented data
The results presented in this section may be summarised in the following.

Over the year the reported primary failure causes in fuel rods that leads to activity

release from the rod to the coolant have been:

• Manufacturing defects:

> Non-through-wall cracks in the fuel cladding developed during the cladding

manufacturing process

> Defects in bottom and/or top end plug welds

• Primary hydriding due to moisture in fuel pellets

• PCI due to iodine assisted stress corrosion cracking during a power ramp

• Excessive Corrosion

• Cladding collapse due to pellet densification

• Fretting due to:

> Debris (BWR and PWR)

> Excessive vibrations in the PWR fuel rod related to:
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Too large gap between the fuel rod and the spacer grid supports (poor

spacer grid manufacturing process)

Unexpectedly high coolant cross-flows due to baffle jetting or due to

different pressure drops in adjacent fuel assemblies

The consequences of operating a fuel rod that has been breached leading to steam

ingress are the following:

• The fuel cladding inner surface will oxidise. This process will decrease the gap

between the fuel and the cladding since the zirconium oxide has a larger specific

volume than that of the zirconium metal. Also at a critical distance from the

primary defect, local hydriding may occur

• The fuel will also oxidise resulting in:

> a fuel with lower thermal conductivity thus increasing the fuel temperature and

thereby the radioactive fission gas release

> increased fuel diameter

• Release to the water of radioactive fission products such as iodine, noble gases

and in some cases also fuel washout.

Under certain conditions the failed rod may develop secondary defects. In many cases

these secondary defects consist of localised hydrides. If they are small enough and not

localised to a certain region in the fuel rod, these hydrides are harmless. However, in

some cases the failed rod may degrade resulting in very large radioactivity release

rates into the coolant. Two different types of degradation scenarios have been

identified, namely development of:

• Long axial cracks, i.e. axial splits and,

• Circumferential breaks (also called guillotine cuts)

Now comparing the different BWR fuel vendors it seem that Siemens fuel by far has

the least tendency to degrade. The secondary degradation type that is most frequent

for GE Zr sponge liner fuel is axial splits while circumferential breaks is the most

frequent degradation type of ABB Atom 10x10 non-liner or Zr-Sn liner fuel.

The following characterises the developments of axial splits:

• The axial crack propagation occurs during a power ramp (Armijo, 1994; Hiittman

etal., 1997)

• Axial splits have been found along almost the whole length of the fuel rod

(Harbottle et al., 1994).

• Lower bound of maximum crack propagation rate is 2mm/hour (Edsinger et al.,

2000)
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• Clad hydrogen content as low as 150 wtppm (Edsinger et al., 2000)

• Tendency to form axial cracks is larger for Zr-sponge liner than that of Zr-Sn liner

(Schrire et al., 1994)

• Axial split may develop from a:

> primary defects (cladding manufacturing or PCI defect- e.g. Armijo, 1994))

> secondary defect (sunburst), (Edsinger et al, 2000).

• Mostly the axial split fracture surfaces show brittle features such as:

> Fracture surface perpendicular to azimuthal direction and is characterised by

Chevron pattern and no dimples are found (e.g. Edsinger et al., 2000)

> No or very little clad wall thinning (e.g. Edsinger et al., 2000)

> No plastic deformation in the cladding circumferential direction (e.g. Edsinger

et al., 2000)

• Hydrides also seem to align axially ahead of the axial crack (Schrire et al., 1994)

The following characterises the developments of circumferential breaks:

• No power ramp needed (Montgomery et al., 1995)

• Circumferential breaks are formed in the lower part of the rod in low burnup fuel

and seem to develop from secondary massive hydrides located far away from the

primary defect location (Sihver et al., 1997).
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3. Studies of secondary degradation mechanisms
in research reactors
3.1. Review by Clayton

A large review of Zircaloy hydriding characteristics related to in-reactor performance
of failed LWR fuel was done by Clayton (1989). In his review he covered both in-pile
commercial and test reactor failed fuel rod data as well as data obtained out-of-pile in
hydriding tests in different H2/H2O gas mixtures. His conclusions related to the in-pile
data were the following:

• Intentionally defected Zircaloy test rods do not usually degrade, i.e., excessively
hydride

• Zircaloy fuel rods that fails during in-pile operation generally show areas of

accelerated or massive hydriding

• Both intentionally and operationally defected fuel rods that show massive
hydriding may operate without degrading for extended periods of time under
restricted power conditions, i.e., by limiting the fuel rod power.

• The significant factors that impact the internal hydriding tendency of Zircaloy fuel
rods are defect size, source of hydrogen, Zircaloy cladding inside surface
properties, aggressive fission product attack on the inner oxide film, nickel alloy
contamination of Zircaloy, and the effects of heat flux and fluence. Some of these
factors are more described as follows.

3.1.1. Fission product attack

Clayton agues that bombardment of the protective zirconium oxide film by highly
energetic and relatively massive fission fragments may damage the oxide film
resistance towards hydrogen penetration. Also, corrosive fission products such as
iodine may react with the Zircaloy cladding to form Zrl4 that in turn can react with
steam to form HI that could enhance the hydriding process (IAEA, 1998).

3.1.2. Effect of heat flux

The period of time a defected rod can operate before developing secondary hydriding
resulting in secondary failure depends on the surface heat flux, Figure 3-1. One can
see that permissible operating time periods decrease, and accelerated and massive
hydriding increased at the higher heat fluxes. According to Clayton, this figure shows
that the limiting power levels of operation are about 120 to 150 W/cm2 peak flux at a
coolant temperature of 260 to 360 C°, if one needs to operate a defected fuel rod for
an extended period of time
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Figure 3-1: Hydride failure limit for defected Zircaloy-clad fuel rods (Clayton, 1989).

3.2. Studsvik results
3.2.1. The DEFEX project

Studsvik performed 11 in-pile tests within the framework of a large international
project to get a better understanding of the axial splitting mechanisms (Graslund,
1995). Three types of claddings, not previously irradiated, and two fuel-cladding gap
sizes were irradiated between 12 to 288 hours. To simulate the primary failure an
extended plenum with an empty reservoir and an ampoule containing water was
attached to the rodlet. The filling of water from the ampoule into the intact fuel rods
was done prior to that they had reached full operating temperature. Graslund mentions
that at linear heat ratings:

• below 30 kW/m the rodlets did not fail

• between 40 and 50 kW/m, all rods failed after three to four days because of cracks
in large hydrides close to the bottom of the rods at lower heat ratings.

Graslund suggested that the reason for the difference in failure tendency of rods with
different power levels may be due to that, only, in the high power rods the clad inner
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surface temperature was high enough to consume all steam. This would lead to steam

starvation1 and hydride blister formation and subsequently failures.

The author also reports that hot-cell examinations from rods tested less than 12 days
showed that non-liner and Zr-sponge liner rods did not show any difference in
oxidation characteristics, the oxide was less than 5 [im for all the rods. This is not

what one may expect since there are numerous results clearly showing that Zr-sponge

liner oxidises much faster than Zry-2, i.e., the inner surface of the non-liner rods, see

e.g. section 3.3. This unexpected result may be due to that the water in the rods

formed a very protective oxide layer during the heating up of the rods to operating

power. This explanation is further substantiated by the fact that no hydride blisters

were found on any of the rods at the elevation of the peak heat flux.

3.2.2. The DEFEXII Demo Project
In a subsequent Studsvik project, DEFEX II Demo, two test rodlets were refabricated
from a segmented rod that had previously been irradiated in the Ringhals 1 plant to a
burnup of about 25 MWd/kgU (Graslund and Lysell, 1998). As in the DEFEX project,
the primary failure was simulated by an ampoule containing water attached to the
rodlet, Figure 3-2. In this project, contrary to the DEFEX project, the ampoule filled
with water was initially sealed from the rodlet. Only when the test rods had been
irradiated at full power for a predetermined period of time the seal was made to burst.
The two rodlets were operated at different powers, 35 and 40 kW/m. The whole
irradiation history of the two rods are shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4.

1 This means that the steam has been so diluted with hydrogen, due to consumption of steam through
the oxidation reaction with the cladding inner surface, that the gas mixture now may start deteriorate a
protective oxide, this is further described in section 4.
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Figure 3-2: Extended plenum with device simulating primary defect in test fuel rodlets

(Graslund and Lysell, 1998).
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Figure 3-3: Irradiation history of the DEMO-1 test rod (Grdslund and Lysell, 1998).
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Figure 3-4: Irradiation history of the DEMO-2 test rod (Graslund and Lysell, 1998).

In the case of rod no. 1 it failed at the bottom weld where the fracture seemed to have
originated from hydrides according to Graslund and Lysell, 1998. The authors further
mention that the crack had, however, propagated further into less hydrided material in
the cladding.

Rodlet no. 2 failed with three axially oriented cracks emanating from local hydride
blisters, Figure 3-5. Graslund and Lysell, 1998 and Lysell and Grigoriev, 1999
mentioned that based upon hot cell examination the following was seen:

• The cracks had propagated upwards and downwards from the hydride blister
starting point,

• The cracks had propagated further axially at the cladding outer surface. The
average crack propagation rate could be calculated to be 2.9 mm/h, based upon
observed crack length and time allowed for crack propagation.

• Metallography of "crack no. 2" in Figure 3-5showed that no radially oriented
hydrides had precipitated ahead of the crack tip.

• Metallography sample of "crack no. 3" in Figure 3-5, revealed hydrides directly
ahead of the crack tip,

• Visual and SEM examinations of the fracture surfaces from both rodlets revealed
a mostly brittle fracture, Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7. Figure 3-8 shows that the fracture
is brittle and that no dimples (indicating a ductile shear fracture) can be seen. It
was observed that crack propagation was accompanied by a macroscopic plastic
deformation leading to a wall thickness reduction of about 9%. The neutron
radiography image shows a significant washout of fuel at the split, Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-5: Location of samples taken from the DEMO-2 rodlet. This scetch also

shows the cracks (Graslund and Lysell, 1998).

Figure 3-6: Visual appearance and neutron radiograph of the same split (Lysell and

Grigoriev, 1999).
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Figure 3-7: A test reactor produced axial split starting from the hydride blister (Lysell

etal,2000).

Figure 3-8: SEM images of two mating fracture surfaces close to the cladding inside,
1300X (Lysell and Grigoriev, 1999)

Thus comparing the results obtained in DEFEX II DEMO with that in DEFEX project
it appears that allowing the water ingress to occur at full temperature increases the
degradation tendency significantly. On the other hand, allowing water to oxidise the
clad inner surface at lower temperatures appears to increase the secondary
degradation resistance of the rod.

3.2.3. Studsvik results reported in 1972

An early example of a PCI crack that degraded and formed a long axial split is shown
in

Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. The ramped rod was included in a series of overpower

experiments in the Studsvik R2-reactor to investigate at what ramp power level fuel

rods fail (H. Mogard et al., 1972). The water coolant conditions were as follows:

pressure 87 bars, temperature 285°C and water flow 3001/min. The heat ratings were
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determined calorimetrically by measuring the water temperature and coolant flow.
The nominal pellet diameter, diametral pellet-cladding gap and, cladding wall
thickness was 12.58, 0.14-0.18, and 0.70 mm, respectively. This fuel rod had been
previously irradiated in the Halden research reactor to a burnup of close to 20
MWd/kgU, Figure 3-11. This ramped rod failed at a power level of 58 kW/m. After
15 minutes after failure at this power level the rod was subjected to an additional
power ramp to 65 kW/m. Subsequent hot-cell examinations showed that the long
defect consisted of at least four interconnected individual cracks. Dimensional
measurements showed that the rod had increased its dimensions by 0.23 % uniform
diametral strain.

Figure 3-9: Incipient crack in Zircaloy cladding facing crack opening in UO2pellet.
Experiment S-245:l/IFA-4 (xlO), (H. Mogard et al., 1972).
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Figure 3-10: Overall view of large crack. Experiment S-245:l/IFA-4 (H. Mogard et

al., 1972).
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Figure 3-11: Earlier irradiation history in the Halden research reactor (modified

figure according to H. Mogard et al., 1972).

3.3. Halden results

3.3.1. HPG-tests

Within the Halden group, fuel degradation tests were done in IFA 634 to study the

reaction kinetics of oxidation and hydriding of fuel and cladding (previously non-

irradiated) after a rod failure (Broy and Mattsson, 1999). To simulate such primary
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failures the fuel rods were filled with a known amount of water and irradiated in the
Halden research reactor. The rods were equipped with pressure transducers to
measure the rod internal pressure.

Precharacterisation data of the fuel rods are provided in Table 3-1. The cladding
material for the first three loadings were manufactured by ABB Atom and for the
fourth by GE. The ABB liner is Zr-Sn liner and the GE-liner is Fe-doped liner, i.e.
with 1000 wtppm of Fe. Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 shows the rig. Four loadings
were irradiated, and in each test the irradiation was performed for one reactor cycle
with a target rod power raging from 13 to 30 kW/m, Figure 3-14. The main
operational parameters are summarised in Table 3-2.

Table 3-1: Main parameter of the rods. The GE rod 634-7 is Zr-sponge liner while the
GE rod 634-9 is their new Fe-doped liner (Broy and Mattson, 1999).

Rod Number

1FA

Cladding Material

Cladding Outer Diameter

Cladding Inner Diameter

Cladding Was Thickness

Diametral Cold Gap

Petfet Outer Diameter

Enriched Fuel Length

Enrichment (UZJS)

Fuel Weight

Free Volume

Water Amount

mm

mm

um

urn

mm

mm

w/o

g (UO2)

cm3

g

634-1 634-2

634.1

Zr-2 with liner

12.25

10.65

800

100

10.55

431.6

200

10.45

432.3

6

386.4

6.5

0.387

380.4

6.2

0.384

634-4

634.2

Zr-2 with
liner

12.25

10.65

800

100

10.55

432.0

3.3

382.0

6.2

0.4053

634-5 634-6

634.3

Zr-2 with liner

12.25

10.65

800

100

10.55

361.2 360.6

6

321.4

6.7

0.387

320.9

7.0

0.402

634-7 634-9

634.4

Zr-2 with
Kner

Zr-2 with
new liner

11.18

9.75

715

too

9.65

432.1 431.6

9.5

322.3

4.6

0.296

321.8

4.5

0.305
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Figure 3-12: Test Rig IFA-634 (Broy and Mattson, 1999).
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Figure 3-13: Cross section of Rig IFA-634 (Broy and Mattson, 1999).
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Figure 3-14: Power history (Broy and Mattson, 1999).
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Table 3-2: Operational parameter (Broy and Mattson, 1999).

Rod Number

IFA

Reactor Position

Average Linear Heat Rate

Max Linear Heat Rate

Peak Pressure

Power Days

Full Power Hours

Cladding Inner Temperature3

Cladding Outer Temperature3

PeDet Surface Temperature8

PeBet Centre Temperature3

Initial Hoi Gap5

kW/m

kW/m

bar

d

h

°C

°C

°C

°C

Jim

634-1 634-2

634.1

6-28

25-28

28

120

41

-990

330

293

433

1020

39

597

1281

111

634-4

634.2

6-28

13-18

18

85

88

~2100

316

293

426

782

57

634-5 634-6

634.3

6-28

18-22

22

85 80

150

-2850

322

293

437

875

50

366

773

60

634-7 I 634-9

634.4

5-22

(20 -) 30

30

115 I 117

-60»

-1200"

331

294

454

1054

41

a at maximum linear beat rate / temperatures were calculated by using FTEMP2-GD
b test is still under irradiation (data until 99/05/03)

The pressure development of all the rods are shown in Figure 3-15. In the first loading
the ABB Atom rods 634-1 (100 \im diametral gap) and 634-2 (200 \im diametral gap)
both with Zr-Sn liner reached about the same peak pressure of 120 bar after 100 full
power hours followed by a reduction by 2-4 bar per day. The pressure decline in rod 2
is slower than in rod 1. This difference in pressure decline could be related to a
slower oxidation, i.e., steam consumption in rod 2 for whatever reason. Hot-cell
examinations must be done on these rods to satisfactory explain the pressure
development difference. In the case of the fourth loading, one can see that rod 634-9
has a slower pressure decrease probably due to a slower steam consumption related to
the superior corrosion resistance of the Fe-doped liner compared to that of Zr-sponge
liner.
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Figure 3-15: Rod pressure history (Broy and Mattson, 1999).
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3.3.2. Bilateral Siemens test

In an attempt to show the superior secondary degradation resistance of Fe-doped liner
Siemens performed a test in the Halden research reactor. Two types of liner rods were
tested, one with 4000 wtppm of Fe and one with Zr sponge liner with liner thicknesses
ranging from 98 to 108 microns. The rods had been previously irradiated in a
commerical reactor to a burnup of 13.7 for the sponge liner rod and 23.0 MWd/kgU
for the Fe-doped liner rod. A small hole at the bottom part of the rods were drilled
through the fuel cladding prior to the test. Also, hydride blisters were artificially
introduced directly above the holes in the hot-cell before the test. These blisters were
thought to act as crack initiator from which cracks would propagate during the ramps
in the subsequent reactor test. After about 90 days of irradiation in the Halden reactor
at a conditioning power of about 20 kW/m, the fuel segemented rods were subjected
to power ramps to a ramp terminal level of about 29.5 to 32 kW/m. No degradation of
any of the rods did, however, occur even though the cladding diameter increase during
the ramps were subsequently measured to be approximately 0.3 %. One would have
expected that the Fe-doped liner would have shown less tendency to form axial splits.
The reason for the good behaviour of both types of rods is likely due to the prefilming
of the clad inner surface that occur during the start-up phase in the reactor. It is
hypothesised that this oxide formed at lower temperatures is very protective
eliminating the risk of development of secondary hydriding. It is however strange that
the preexisiting hydrides did not develop axial splits. This may be either due to that
the hydrogen content in the cladding was lower than the TSSp (and thus unable to
drive the propagation of the crack) or because the hydrides did not experience any
tensile stresses during the ramp. The latter could be due to that the reactor power
profile results in largest tensile stresses at the fuel rod midsection, and that the
elevation of the hydrides were too low for the power profile to induce tensile stresses
during the ramp.

3.3.3. 8X8 ABB Atom fuel rod irradiated in Halden

Two segments from an 8x8 test rod, previously irradiated in the Ringhals BWR plant
from 1980-1992 to a peak local burnup of approximately 68 MWd/kgU at a very low
linear heat generation rate during the final cycle (approximately 4-5 kW/m), were
irradiated in the Halden test reactor. One of these two segments failed when the linear
heat generation rate was rapidly increased from 23.7 to 28.4 kW/m. The irradiation
continued with the rod in defect condition during 8 days. The failed segment was
subsequently shipped to Studsvik hot cell laboratory. The hot cell examination results
were presented by Jonsson et al. (1999). These examinations showed that the failed
segment had a long axial crack with a total length of 377 mm, which was somewhat
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longer than the entire length of the fuel column, Figure 3-39. The authors suggest that

since the fuel was already highly densified, there was little possibility of

accommodation of the cladding stresses in the fuel, due to the fuel thermal expansion

during the ramp. Thus, the authors believes that the brittle oxide layer (about 40 \im in

thickness) at the clad outer surface may have acted as the starting point of the crack,

Figure 3-17. Thus, the authors suggest that the cause of the failure was not due to PCI.

Figure 3-16: Visual inspection of rod 5 in IFA-597.2. 293-364 mm from rod bottom,

2X (Jonsson et al. ,1999).

Figure 3-17: Photo of crack (dark region) started from the outside after power ramp
of high burnup rod, (x20), (Lysell et al, 2000).

Figure 3-18, shows the cross section from the top part of the rod. The authors suggest
that the central hole in the figure has formed by gas bubbles moving in the thermal
gradient towards the centre.
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Figure 3-18: Optical microscopy of rod 5 in IFA-597.2, 8X (Jonsson et al. ,1999).

The failure in this rod has probably occurred through two different failure
mechanisms, through the cladding thickness. Optical microscopy shows that the crack
has propagated at the clad outer diameter, OD, at an angle of 90° to the cladding
tangential direction Figure 3-19. This indicates a failure through cleavage that always
occurs perpendicular to the largest tensile stress, i.e., in the circumferential direction
(see appendix for more details). Further in towards the clad inner diameter, ID, the
crack propagate at a 45° angle towards the tangential direction, indicating a shear
failure. Shear fracture always occurs in the plane with the largest and smallest
tensile stresses. The largest tensile stress is as mentioned above in the circumferential
direction while the smallest probably is in the thickness direction (see appendix).
Thus, one would expect the shear fracture to occur 45° towards the circumferential
and radial direction, and this is exactly what is seen. Fractography samples of the
crack indicate, however cleavage fracture throughout the cladding thickness since no
dimples are seen and are shown in Figure 3-43 and Figure 3-21. It is not clear today
why macroscopically the fracture at the inner part of the cladding thickness indicate
shear while microscopically the fracture characterises by cleavage fracture.
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Figure 3-19: Optical microscopy of rod 5 in IFA-597.2. Etched for hydrides, 64X

(Jonsson et al ,1999).

GS.Z Comjnuiikm of photo G8.I.

Figure 3-20: Fracture surface in SEM, 50X (Jonsson et al. ,1999).
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Outside

Inside

Figure 3-21: Fracture surface in SEM. Detail of figure 9-11, 500X (Jonsson et al
,1999).

Neutron radiography indicated no local concentrations of hydrogen in the cladding.
The radial hydride concentration was measured by SEM, Figure 3-22. The radially
averaged measured hydrogen content was about 290 wtppm.
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Figure 3-22: Radial hydride distribution measured in SEM (Jonsson et al. ,1999).

3.4. Summary
Based upon the results obtained from test reactors the following can be said:

• Intentionally defected Zircaloy test rods do not usually show excessive hydriding
according to the review done by Clayton. The bilateral Siemens project, with
holes drilled into the fuel cladding showed excellent degradation resistance of
liner fuel claddings, irrespective if the liner was of the Zr-sponge or the Fe-doped
type. Also in the DEFEX project no difference in secondary degradation
resistance could be seen between Zr-sponge liner and non-liner fuel rods. In all
these referred tests water was existent in the pellet-cladding gap prior to that
operating temperature had been reached. This situation probably leads to the
formation of a very protective oxide at the clad inner surface that significantly
decreases the degradation tendency. If this steam ingress is done at full power the
degradation tendency increases as was shown in the DEFEX-II DEMO.

• Both in Claytons review and in the DEFEX project it was indicated that with
increasing rod power the incubation time before the rod would degrade decreases.

• In the Halden HPG tests it was shown that the Fe-doped liner appears to corrode at
a slower rate compared to that of Zr-sponge liner.

• It appears that in most cases the first signs of degradation by formation of hydride

blisters occurs in the part of the rod that has the largest surface heat flux and the
pellet-cladding gap is smallest. This preponderance of degradation at the
minimum gap may be due to that the bombardment of massive fission fragments
from the fuel may damage the clad inner surface oxide film resistance towards
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hydrogen penetration as was proposed by Clayton. This bombardment will be
small were the gap is large since many gas atoms exists in the gap that may collide
with the recoiling fission fragments thus slowing them down to such an extent that
their tendency for oxide film damage is eliminated. On the other hand, this
destruction of the oxide film may be large provided that the gap is small enough
so the recoiling fission fragments will not be impacted by the existence of gas
atoms in the gap.

• Axial splits may develop from a sharp crack. This crack can originate from a PCI

defect and possibly also from a crack formed at a rather thick oxide at the clad
outer diameter generated during a power ramp. But most often the cracks originate
from hydride blisters. These cracks found in hydrides may sometimes propagate
further in the cladding into less hydrided material. The axial cracks may form in
claddings with as low as 290 wtppm of hydrogen and are further characterised by
that:

> they propagate upwards and downwards from its originating point,

> they had propagated further axially at the cladding outer surface,

> radially oriented hydrides had in some cases precipitated ahead of the crack tip

while in other cases no hydrides directly ahead of the crack tip was seen

> the microscopic fracture surfaces of the cracks mostly reveal the absence of
dimples indicating shear fracture. On a microscopic level there is an almost
perfect fit between the two sides of the crack. A "hill" on one fracture surface
corresponds to a "valley" on the mating fracture surface.

> The macro- and microscopic features of the cracks are mostly characterised by
brittle cleavage fracture. However, the macroscopic features does not always
indicate cleavage fracture since crack propagation is sometimes related to
some small degree of wall thickness reduction and since the crack surface
orientation towards the circumferential direction differ sometimes from 90°.
The fracture is not always completely brittle since some degree of uniform
diametral strain can sometimes be seen.

> The average crack propagation rate of an axial splits in test reactor could be
calculated to be 2.9 mm/h in one case (Graslund and Lysell, 1998) and 1 mm/h
in the other case (Jonsson et al., 1999)
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4. Hydrogen absorption in cladding
To study the hydrogen absorption process in zirconium alloys with different oxide
thickness, thermogravimetric experiments were done and are more described in the
sequel.

4.1. Tests on Zry-2 and Zr-sponge liner

4.1.1. Experimental procedure
In a pressurised thermogravimetric apparatus, TGA, Figure 4-1 specimens simulating
fuel cladding were suspended from a microbalance by a wire terminating in a furnace
through which gas mixtures of varying hydrogen to steam partial pressures flowed.
During the experiments, the weight of the specimen was continuously monitored. The
disk specimen was cut from a specially fabricated plate of 1 mm-thick Zry-2 on which
layers of 70 ^m thick sponge-Zr were coextruded on both sides. To avoid the
deleterious effects of the edges, these regions were covered by pure gold. All
specimens were pickled and some were oxidised prior to testing to provide a ZrO2

surface layer with known thickness.

Hangdown
chain

Microbalance
chamber

Mixing ;
tee

High pressure H2

Water (liquid)

Specimen
chamber

Figure 4-1: Pressurised Thermogravimetric Apparatus (Y.S. Kim, W.-E. Wang, D. R.
OlanderandS. K. Yagnik, 1997).
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4.1.2. Results

4.1.2.1. Cladding oxidation

The cladding oxidation rates of sponge zirconium with about 200 wtppm of Fe were
determined by measuring the weight gain during the preparation of the prefilmed
specimens for the hydriding tests. Also, hydriding tests performed at a H2/H2O ratio
lower than the critical value resulted mostly in oxidation of the specimens.

The oxidation rates for sponge Zr from 1-atm and 70-atm tests show no difference,

Figure 4-2.

10-3

-5

10-5

400

Temperature (°C)

350

Rate = 50exp(-8200/T)

70atm
Zr/Zry/Zr (H,O+He) •
Zr/Zry/Zr (HJO+H2) O

I aim
Sponge-Zr (Steam)
Zr/Zry/Zr (steam)

1.4 1.6

1000yT(K)

Figure 4-2: Comparison of oxidation rates (Y. S. Kim, W.-E. Wang, D. R. Olander, S.

K. Yagnik, 1997).

4.1.2.2. Hydriding

The TGA hydriding experiments on sponge-Zr, were done at temperatures of 350 and
400°C at a total pressure of 7 MPa hydrogen-steam mixtures with oxide prefilm
thickness of 0 to 10 ̂ m. The results from the tests may be summarised as follows:

Two different modes of hydriding were seen in these tests, where the resulting weight
gain rates were much larger compared to that obtained only when oxidation occurs
(that happens at H2/H2O ratios below the critical one). At about the critical H2/H2O
ratio, slow hydriding occurs, that subsequently is followed by massive hydriding. The
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massive hydriding mode occurs at a rate about one order of magnitude larger than that

of the slow hydriding mode

Impact of prefilming the material was only to increase the time over which no or slow

hydriding occurred, incubation time, Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Hydriding ofZr/Zry/Zr sandwich disk specimens at 70 atm and400°C in

0.5% steam and 99.5% hydrogen (Y.S. Kim, W.-E. Wang, D. R. Olander and S. K.

Yagnik, 1997).

For hydrogen-steam ratios above the critical value, hydriding occurs irrespective of
the prefilm oxide thickness. For ratios below the critical value, only slow oxidation
takes place. At 7 MPa total pressure, the critical ratio of hydrogen -to-steam partial
pressures was about 200 at 400°C and approximately 2500 at 350°C. It is clear that
increasing the prefilm thickness to about 1-2 \im significantly decrease the tendency
of hydriding. However, too large prefilm thickness offers poor hydriding resistance. A
prefilm thickness between 2 to 3 microns produced the lowest weight-gain rates and
prevented massive hydriding at least for the time tested, Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Effect ofprefilmed oxide thickness on the weight gain rate at the critical
H^H20 ratio (Y.S. Kim, W.-E. Wang, D. R. Olander andS. K. Yagnik, 1997).

Massiv hydriding may be terminated by decreasing the H2/H2O below the critical one.
This effect was achieved by injecting steam into the gas during the massive hydriding
mode in the laboratory experiments, Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Initiation and termination of massive hydriding of the Zr/Zry/Zr
sandwhich specimen at 350°C and 70 atm. Region A: massive hydriding at H^H2O =
105; Region B: retardation of massive hydriding at H^H20 = 103; Region C:
Termination of massive hydriding at HJ^O - ZlCPfYS. Kim, W.-E. Wang, D. R.
Olander andS. K. Yagnik, 1997).

4.1.3. Tests on ZIRLO1 and Zry-4

TGA experiments under atmospheric pressure were also carried out to compare the
hydriding kinetics of unoxidised Zry-2, low Sn Zry-4, and ZIRLO (Kim and Kim,
1999). The test results are shown in Figure 4-6. All figures show that no incubation
time is observed at temperatures higher than 400°C, and once the massive hydriding
starts the weight gain increases in proportion to the reaction time. The reason for the
observed incubation time at lower temperatures is due to a thin surface oxide film
formed even in the inert helium environment during the prior heating. At temperatures
lower than 400°C, a slight deviation from linear kinetics is observed. The authors
suggest that the explanation for this is due to slow diffusion of hydrogen atoms
through the hydrides layer. Kim and Kim mentions that it is known that 6-hydride
(ZrHj 6) layer forms first on the surface and that this grows into 8-hydride (ZrHj 8) as
the hydrogen concentration increases. They further state that the diffusion of
hydrogen in 6 and e-hydrides is slower than that in a-zirconium, and consequently
they suggest that the slow diffusion of hydrogen may compete with the rate-
determining step of the surface reaction. However, at higher temperatures above
400°C, the diffusion process becomes faster and the rate-determining step is solely
determined by the surface reaction and therefore, the deviation from the linear rate

1 ZIRLO is trademark for Westinghouse cladding material with an approximate composition
ZrlNblSn.
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law disappears (Kim and Kim, 1999). They suggest that the weight gain may be

expressed by:

where AW is the weight gain, t is the reaction time and k is the reaction rate constant,

where the latter is in the form of:

k = Lexpi- )
RTJ

where k0 is a pre-exponential factor, Q is the activation energy, R is the gas constant
and Tis the absolute temperature. Kim and Kim show that the results indicate that the
activation energy of the hydriding reaction is lowest for ZIRLO and highest for Zr-4,
while Zr-2 has an activation energy in the middle, Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-6: Weight gain behaviours in hydrided reaction of zirconium alloy tubes at

several temperatures: (a) Zry-2; (b) Zry-4; (c) ZIRLO (Kim and Kim, 1999).
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5. Studies of secondary degradation mechanisms
in laboratory tests

Of the two different secondary degradation scenarios, development of axial splits and
transversal breaks, only the first scenario has been investigated in out-of-pile
mechanical tests. These axial split tests can be categorised into two major groups, the
first one consists of material tests of intact specimens while the second one constitutes
of tests were a small defect has been introduced, fracture mechanic tests. The fracture
mechanic tests can further be divided into two sub-groups dependant upon the crack
propagation rate. In both groups it is suggested that the zirconium alloy is embrittled
but by different mechanisms and that this embrittlement is responsible for the crack
propagation of an existant crack during a reactor power ramp. The two subgroups are
tests with:

• Instantaneous crack propagation when the stress intensity factor, K1, reaches a
critical value, K? Figure 5-1. Different reasons for material embrittlement, thus
lowering the Kc value of the material, have been proposed. One mechanism
suggested that the crack propagation was a result of the material embrittlement
due to zirconium hydrides. Another mechanism suggested that the crack
propagation was due to material embrittlement related to the dissolution of the
second phase particles and was earlier proposed by GE.

• Slower environmentally assisted crack propagation when the stress intensity
factor, K, reaches a threshold value, KIEAC, considerably lower than, KIC, Figure 5-
1. This lowering of the critical stress intensity factor is related to environmental
effects, more specifically to the embrittlement of the material by precipitation of
hydrides ahead of the crack tip during the actual crack propagation.

1 The stress intensity factor is a scaling factor which determines how fast the tensile stresses goes to
infinity on the approach to a sharp crack tip. It increases with macroscopically applied stress and crack
length. Yielding and blunting that take place at the crack tip, or, in the case of brittle materials, non-
linear elastic behaviour will of course in practice reduce the crack tip stresses to finite values.
2 The value of the critical stress intensity factor, Kc, depends on specimen geometry and material
properties. The KIC value is a material property independent on specimen geometry.
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Figure 5-1: Diagram showing the crack propagation rate versus the stress intensity
factor. The instantaneous crack propagation will occur when K reaches Kc. Kc

depends on material properties and specimen configuration, and the value ofKc is
KIC. under plane strain conditions.

To ensure that the crack propagation mechanism that is studied in the laboratory is the
same mechanism responsible for the axial splitting in reactors, the following criteria
must be achieved:

• the same type of fracture characteristics, both macroscopically and
microscopically, has to be produced in the laboratory test as that of examined
failed rods that show axial splits. As mentioned in section 2, most of the axial split
failures in -reactor are characterised by brittle fracture, i.e.,

• a fracture surface perpendicular to the circumferential direction,

• no or very little cladding wall thinning

• fracture surface that shows chevron pattern macroscopically, and microscopically
a non-dimpled fracture of similar appearance as that in-reactor,

• the crack propagation rates produced in the laboratory tests should preferably be

of the same order as the axial crack propagation rate in-reactor, > 0.16 mm/h.

• Hydrides have also been seen precipitate ahead of the crack tip.
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In the following, different laboratory tests to study the axial splitting mechanisms will

be reviewed.

5.1. Instantaneous crack propagation

5.1.1. Vallecitos Embedded Charpy

Hot cell examination was done on two failed nonliner GE rods that behaved very
differently in-reactor. The fuel claddings were manufactured at different times. The
fuel cladding of a more recent manufacturing date had a defect that had developed
into an axial split 31 cm in length while the fuel cladding with a older manufacturing
date did not degrade (IAEA-388, 1998). TEM examination of non-irradiated archive
material of the two different cladding lots showed a dramatic difference in second
phase particle size distribution, related to the different manufacturing processes,
Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: Comparison of the precipitate particle size ofZry-2from the mid-1980s

and 1993: (a) pre-1986; (b) 1993, (IAEA-388,1998)
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Based upon these data, GE proposed a theory that the secondary degradation tendency
of failed fuel rods was due to the initial second phase particle size distribution. They
claimed that GE fuel cladding manufactured before 1986 was more resistant towards
secondary degradation due to that this type of earlier claddings had larger second
phase particles. The GE developed theory was as follows (IAEA-388, 1998). Due to
the fast neutron flux, the second phase particles start to dissolve into the material
matrix. This situation may then embrittle the material by increasing the material yield
strength3. The second phase particle dissolution tendency is larger for smaller
precipitates. Thus, a material with initially smaller precipitates would have a larger
tendency to lose all of its precipitates resulting in a significant increase in yield
strength that in turn decreases the fracture toughness of the cladding.

A special technique, referred as the Vallecitos Embedded Charpy, VEC, was
developed to measure the fracture properties of thin-walled Zircaloy material, Figure
5-3. tThe specimen is inserted into the four internal pieces of the VEC fixture to form
a bend bar with the same dimensions as a Charpy specimen. Finally, with the notch in
the Zircaloy specimen carefully aligned with the centreline of the fixture, all of the
sections are bolted together.

3 It can be shown that for an arbitrary material, that an increase in material yield strength will decrease
the fracture toughness by reducing the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip. This situation will result in a
larger tendency for crack propagation.
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* •(c)

Figure 5-3: (a) cladding specimen, (b) fixture assembly and (c) loading for VEC

testing (Edsinger et al., 2000).
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Edsinger et al., 1998 report that the VEC is treated analytically, as a standard three
point bend fracture toughness specimen and that the calculation of the K and J 4is
based on the dimensions of the Zircaloy specimen. The authors state that all
specimens were fatigue precracked to desired crack depth to specimen width ratio.
The fracture toughness was calculated as:

7 Eq.5-1
bB ^

where EM is the absorbed energy at initiation (elastic and plastic), b is the length of
the remaining ligament, i.e., (specimen length - crack length W-a, B is the specimen
thickness and a is the geometry dependant constant (Edsinger et al., 2000). The
fracture toughness was then calculated from Equation. 5-1 assuming that crack
initiation coincided with the point of maximum load, i.e. /„„„. for both elastic and
elastic-plastic behaviour, and the value of J ,^ was converted to an equivalent value of
K.

The VEC test was used to assess the fracture toughness of the GE irradiated materials
with different initial second phase particle size distributions that behaved so
differently regarding secondary degradation resistance. The results indicate that the
VEC test cannot diffrentiate between the two materials, Figure 5-4. For irradiated
specimens with about 400 wtppm of hydrogen, the fracture toughness is the same for
the two materials. Thus, the VEC test does not produce the same failure mechanisms
at that in the BWR. If that would have been the case, one would have expected that the
material that did not degrade (that initially has large second phase particles) would
show much higher fracture toughness value compared to the material that did
degrade.

4 For thin specimens such as e.g. cladding tubes, the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip becomes large
in relation to the specimen dimensions. A plane strain situation does not exist in such a case, but rather
a plane stress condition and a J value is calculated that characterises the stress-strain condition close to
the crack tip. When this value reaches Jc, crack propagation occurs.
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Figure 5-4: Fracture toughness results from the VEC and PL techniques as a function
of Hydrogen. Data presented by Grigoriev by PL-testing is also provided as
comparision (Edsinger, 2000).

5.1.2. PL-testing
PL-testing testing was carried out of two fuel rods that also behaved very differently
in a BWR. One of the rods developed an axial split from a primary defect while the
other rod did not degrade at all. As one can see from Figure 5-5, the load-
displacement curves are similar for the two types of rods and the corresponding
calculated fracture toughness values, Jpl were 54/56 kJ/m2 for sample H7A/H7B, and
57/51 kJ/m2 for samples G5A/G5B, respectively. If the PL-test method would simulate
the same fracture mechanism as that in-reactor one would have expected that the rod
that developed axial split would have a much lower fracture toughness value.
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Figure 5-5: Load-displacement curves from the PL- fracture toughness test for the
cladding of the two failed rods (26-29 MWd/kgU) with different types of defects
(Lysell et al, 2000).

5.2. Slower crack propagation rate

5.2.1. Hydrogen Gas Cracking

Rowe (1998) showed that in high pressure H2 gas at 325°C, the crack propagation rate
in Zry-2 can be as high as 18103 mm/h and that fracture occurred by formation,
fracture and reformation of a 10 to 100 Jim thick 6-ZrHj 5 hydride layer at the crack
tip. The fracture mechanism is termed Hydrogen Gas Cracking, HGC. Rowe (1999)
reported that HGC did not occur at low strain rates in a mixed H2+H2O environment
suggesting a surface barrier to H absorption. Zry-2 fractured in a ductile manner in
H2+1%H2O at all strain rates and the author believes that at higher H2O concentrations
HGC would not occur at all (Rowe, 1999). Therefore the author believes that the entry
of steam through the primary defect would eliminate the HGC mechanism for axial
split formation but that HGC may be involved in crack initiation before perforation.
The tests and results are in more detail described below.

A Zry-2 plate with a thickness of 12 mm was fatigue precracked and subjected to a

crack propagation test at 315 - 325°C in Ar, H, and Ar+H2O, Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6: Drawing of CT fracture specimen. With side grooves, the effective

thickness was 10.2 mm (Modified figure according to Rowe et ah, 1999).

Figure 5-7 shows the crack propagation rate versus the critical stress intensity factor,
Kc, for the CT-specimen. The rate of stress intensity factor increase was 7.4 MPam1'2

per second. It is clear from Figure 5-7 that up to a stress intensity factor of about 25
MPa m1/2 the crack propagation rate in H2 and Ar+H2O is approximately the same,
while at higher stress intensity factors the propagation rate is much higher in the
former environment. Metallography indicated that the fracture in Ar+H2O was by
ductile shear, Figure 5-8, while the corresponding fracture in H2 was cleavage through
hydrides, Figure 5-9.

2 1 0 1

10 16 20 25 30 35 40
KoMPa.sqrt(m)

Figure 5-7: Rate of crack propagation versus stress intensity factor for CT specimen

tests in Ar+H2O and H2 during stress intensity factor increase of 7-8 MPa112Is. Note

that KQ in this figure is the same as Kc earlier described (Rowe et ah, 1999).
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Figure 5-8: Microvoid coalescence fracture in Ar+H2O at 325°C. The micrograph on

the right hand side is an enlargement of the micrograph on the left hand side (Rowe et

al., 1999).

Figure 5-9: Fracture in H2: (a) Fracture surface at low magnification, (b) High

magnification of (a) (Rowe et al., 1999).

Figure 5-10 provides a backscattered electron image of a longitudinal metallographic
section of the fracture surface. Rowe et al. (1999) reports that the dark phase visible at
the fracture surface was confirmed by X-ray diffraction to be a hydride.
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Figure 5-10: Backscattered electron image of a metallo graphic section of a HGC

fracture surface showing the thin layer of dark imaging residual ZrH15 hydride at the

fracture surface (Rowe et ah, 1999).

Rowe et al., 1999 postulated that HGC occurred by the development of a thin hydride
layer at the crack tip that fractures and thereby advances the crack, Figure 5-11. H
absorption begins in Figure 5-1 l(b) and a hydride layer develops and fractures in
Figure 5-1 l(c). Continued formation and fracture of the hydride layer produces HGC
fracture and a residual hydride layer at the fracture surface. From earlier calculations
by Rowe (1998) he found that the rate of hydride formation required by the crack
propagation rate implied H transport into the plastic zone at a rate that is order of
magnitudes larger than could be produced by bulk or grain boundary diffusion. Rowe
et al. (1999) suggested that H transport by dislocation dragging may explain the
observed high H transport rate to the crack tip area. Results obtained by Rowe (1999)
indicate that there exist a minimum deformation rate to get HGC and that below this
critical rate he suggests that either:

• the hydride formation rate may not be fast enough to prevent plastic zone growth
and plastic fracture or,

• a surface oxide barrier to H absorption may exist at the crack tip at low strain
rates.
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Figure 5-11: Schematic of the HGC fracture process, (a) sharp crack with small
plastic zone, (b) absorption of H due to dislocation transport into the plastic zone, (c)
hydride formation and fracture of the hydride layer leads to a new sharp crack and
further hydride growth (Rowe et ah, 1999).

5.2.2. Corrosion Assisted Cracking

Edsinger et al, 1998 at GE developed a laboratory test to study the mechanisms
leading to cladding degradation of failed fuel labeled Corrosion Assisted Cracking.
According to the authors, this study was conducted:

• at 300°C to keep the hydrogen diffusivity and solubility comparable to that in a

real fuel rod at power and,

• in LiOH to get a comparable corrosion rate to that at the clad inner diameter of a

failed rod in a BWR.

Specimens for the split propagation laboratory investigation test, SPLIT, were

fabricated from unirradiated segments of cold worked GE 9x9 liner cladding 38 mm
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long. The specimens were center precracked by fatigue loading the outside surface of
the specimen with a smooth radius pusher. This formed a localised dimple in the
cladding and initiated a thumb-nail crack at the clad ID, Figure 5-12.

3.8 cm

nommal cladding diameter

Figure 5-12: Cut-away view of specimen depicting shape of center precrack (Edsinger

et al, 2000).

During the actual test a wedge was inserted into the specimen, Figure 5-13, resulting
in a constant displacement rate. One example of a load-time plot is shown in Figure
5-14. In the test, the specimen was exposed to 80 g/liter LiOH and allowed to
prehydride (from the uptake of hydrogen from the corrosion reaction) without any
load for about 40 hours, sufficient to precipitate out hydrides. The specimen was then
loaded to failure. The decrease of the load in the figure is related to load relaxation
due to that the crack propagation rate is larger than the wedge displacement rate.
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Figure 5-13: Schematic of clad loading by wedge and mandrels (Edsinger et al, 2000).
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Figure 5-14: Plot of wedge loading during SPLIT test with 80g/l LiOHat 300°C
(Edsinger et al, 2000).

Post examination showed a full length brittle axial crack, Figure 5-15. Metallography
also revealed that the hydrogen level in the material was low, about the 100 wtppm.
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SEM examinations also showed that the crack propagation was brittle as shown by the
chevron-type features, Figure 5-16.

(a)

Figure 5-15: (a) visual of full length crack and (b) test interrupted to examine crack
tips (Edsinger et al, 1998 -ASTMbook).
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Figure 5-16: (a) SEM micrograph of crack tip from SPLIT test at 300°C and 80 g/l

LiOH. Micrograph shown in (b) taken adjacent to crack tip (Edsinger et at, 1998

-ASTMbook).

In subsequent tests, Edsinger et al., 1999 tried to assess the route of hydrogen to the
crack tip. This was achieved by "masking" the specimen with stainless steel, Figure 5-
17. The authors mentioned that both masked and unmasked specimens were left open
to LiOH on the inside surface and at the tubing ends. SPLIT specimens were cut from
9x9 Zr-2 liner cladding in cold worked condition and subsequently precracked as
described before, resulting in a precrack of approximately 1 cm in length according to
the authors. All specimens were subsequently prehydrided in 80 g/l LiOH for about
68 hours at 300 °C and cooled to room temperature, resulting in a hydrogen content
close to 500 wtppm measured by hot vacuum extraction. During the actual SPLIT test,
the LiOH concentration varied, however, between 10 to 30 g/l LiOH.
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Figure 5-17: Schematic of (a) mask installation and (b) various mask geometries (note

mash not to scale; crosshairs indicate location ofprecrack) (Edsinger et al., 1999)

The test sequence is shown in Figure 5-18. The system heaters are started at t0 and the
wedge is preloaded to 350 lbs at tload. When the preload of 350 lbs is reached the
constant wedge displacement rate of 0.03 - 0.06 mm/h is obtained and this rate is then
maintained throughout the test. Edsinger et al. believe that crack growth at least in one
direction begins where the load trace first departs from linearity, finit, and that
completion of crack growth in each direction is manifested by inflections in the load
time trace, tx and t2. Time under load before crack propagation and the time at
temperature before crack propagation are defined by Ih and /T, respectively.
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Figure 5-18: Schematic of typical load-time trace in SPLIT test (Edsinger et al.,

1999)

To investigate the effect of restricting access at the inside surface, one test, S12, was
run with the mandrels rotated 90 degrees from the precrack, i.e., covering the
precrack. Edsinger et al. (1999) report that the results from this test fit in with the rest
of the standard masked tests, indicating that the proximity of the corrosion reaction to
the crack tip is not a primary factor in this test, Figure 5-19. The figure shows /T

versus the estimated hydrogen absorption rate calculated as the final measured
hydrogen concentration minus the initial concentration, i.e., after precharging, but
before testing. Edsinger et al. (1999) state that an equally good correlation is found
between the hydrogen absorption rate and /T. The average speed in the SPLIT tests
were 1 mm/hours, with maximum crack speeds from 2 to 3 mm/hours.
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Figure 5-19: Incubation time is seen to be related to the hydrogen ingress rate;

specimens in bold were tested in 30 g/l LiOH (Edsinger et ah, 1999).

The hydrogen in solution is limited by the terminal solid solubility, TSS. In
Zirconium alloys there is a hysteresis effect in that TSS for hydride dissolution, TSSd,
is higher than that for hydride precipitation TSSp, Figure 5-20. The supersaturation of
hydrogen to get reprecipitation upon cooling is believed to be related to the stresses
imposed on the lattice necessary to accommodate the increasing volume of the
hydride phase (as reviwed by Edsinger et al. 1999).
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Figure 5-20: Terminal solid solubility of hydride precipitation and dissolution (B.

Kammenzind et al, 1996).

Thus, after the cooling subsequent to the hydrogen precharging done at 300°C, almost
all hydrogen about 500 wtppm will precipitate out since the hydrogen solubility at
room temperature is very low. When the specimen is reheated to 300°C during the
SPLIT test, some of the precipitated hydrides will go into solution until the hydrogen
concentration in the matrix reaches TSSd, that is about 56 wtppm according to
Edsinger et al. (1999). However, to get reprecipitation during the SPLIT test, the
matrix hydrogen concentration must reach about 100 wtppm, TSSp

5 ,the authors state,
Figure 5-20. The region ahead of the crack tip is, however, a sink for hydrogen due to
the triaxial stress state, resulting in a lower chemical potential of hydrogen in this
location, see section 6 for more details. According to Edsinger et al. 1999, the
hydrogen chemical potential at a bulk concentration of hydrogen of 84 wtppm away
from the crack corresponds to 100 wtppm at the crack tip. This would indicate that
when the bulk hydrogen concentration has increased from 56 to 84 wtppm, hydride
precipitation at the crack tip will occur. Using the value of ATSS = TSSp - TSSd, a
lower bound for the incubation time can be predicted as a function of hydrogen

5 Edsinger et al., 1999, mentions that TSSp is higher for irradiated than unirradiated materials. At
300°C, the TSSp is 135 ppm for irradiated Zry-2.
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ingress rate. The plot in Figure 5-21 is similar to that in Figure 5-19 with two lines
representing the time required to reach TSSp from TSSd. Since almost all datapoints
lie above the thinner line, one may interprete this as it is necessary to get hydride
precipitation at the crack tip for crack propagation to occur.
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Figure 5-21: The solid lines represents the time to reach TSSpfrom TSSdfor a given

hydrogen ingress rate (Edsinger et ah, 1999)

The authors further interpret the observed incubation times obtained in the tests to
support a hypothesis as follows. Crack propagation requires first, that the hydrogen
concentration at the crack tip must reach the local solubility limit, and second, a finite
amount of time will be required to accumulate and precipitate a sufficiently long
hydride to initiate crack growth. Once the conditions for crack propagation are
reached, an important question is what controls the crack propagation rate. The
average crack speed, i.e., the average crack growth divided by the time to complete
one crack, Aaave = CAa^Aa^/POi-t^], is plotted versus the hydrogen ingress rate in
Figure 5-22. As one can see, there is only a weak correlation. This may be due to that

the crack propagation rate in these tests is gouverned by the wedge displacement rate.

If this rate would have been higher alternatively if the hydrogen ingress rate had been

lower, there might be a stronger correlation between crack speed and hydrogen

ingress rate.
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Figure 5-22: There is at most only a slight influence of hydrogen uptake on average

crack speed (Edsinger et ah, 1999)

To model the situation in a failed fuel rod, Edsinger et al., 1999, made a calculation of
the hydrogen distribution in the cladding for a hydrogen ingress rate of 1 ppm/hour
only at the clad inner surface, Figure 5-23. The temperatures gradient in the cladding
drives the hydrogen from the clad ID with a higher temperature to the clad OD with a
lower temperature, resulting in a hydrogen gradient in the cladding shown in the
figure. In reality, hydrogen is also produced at the clad outer surface. The outer and
inner clad surface has been taken as 288 and 324°C, respectively, which corresponds
to a fuel rod operating at 25 kW/MWd/kgU according to Edsinger et al. (1999).
Hydrides will precipitate when the TSSp is reached which occurs in the assumed case
first at the clad OD. The hydrogen distribution in the clad thickness direction is
controlled by the temperature gradient and is insensitive to hydrogen ingress rates of
up to 20 ppm/hours according to the authors. They further suggest that a continuous
supply of hydrogen from corrosion at the clad inner surface is a necessary condition
for crack growth. Edsinger et al (1999) also point out, that the effect of cooling at the
crack tip is important for the crack propagation. As the crack front moves from the
outside to inside, it will encounter lower hydrogen concentrations and higher TSSp

values, unless the corrosion rate at the clad inner surface is very high. If the crack tip
material is cooled by the coolant, hydrogen from the inside surface corrosion will tend
to flow towards the crack tip in a steeper temperatures gradient and precipitate at a
TSSp level similar to that at the clad OD. It is also very likely that hydrogen produced

through the corrosion reaction on the crack surfaces will contribute to the crack

propagation tendency.
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Figure 5-23: Calculated hydrogen gradient through the cladding wall (Edsinger et ah,

1999)

5.23. Hydride Assisted Localised Shear

Grigoriev and Josef sson, (1998) presented another theory in which precipitated
hydrides ahead of the crack tip could form an axial split. The authors suggest that the
reason for crack propagation is not due to cleavage fracture of the hydride. Instead
they suggest that the crack propagation is due to a shear failure mode at the crack tip
through a mechanisms named hydride assisted localised shear, HALS. The basis for
their theory is fractographic observations of samples subjected to pin loading, PL,
testing, Notched specimens of Zircaloy cladding subjected to PL testing contained
areas of shear tearing at the crack tip, Figure 5-24. At higher magnifications the
difference between the two fracture modes, shear tearing and dimple fracture is easier
to see Figure 5-25. The authors argue that it is obvious from the figures that in-plane
shear precedes dimpled rupture.
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Figure 5-24: fa) Typical macrotopography ofZircaloy cladding specimens after the
PL tension test and (b-d) the fracture surface at the notch tip in unirradiated (2C6)
and irradiated (LK1, LK2) Zry-2 specimens. The area of in-plane shear fracture
(shear tearing) is designated S (V. Grigoriev B. Josefsson, 1998).

Figure 5-25: 77ie area of transition from shear tearing to dimple rupture at the

position of maximum thinning ofZircaloy cladding specimens: (a) unirradiated

specimen 2C6-B (CW) and (b) irradiated specimen LK0/1-A (V. Grigoriev B.

Josefsson, 1998).

The authors mention that the shear stresses at the crack tip are originated when the
material ahead of the crack tip is subjected to varying tensile stresses in the tangential
direction based upon the distance from the crack tip, Figure 5-26. This situation
makes the material ahead of the crack tip to contract in the axial direction but is
prevented from the surrounding material. This results in a stress component in the
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axial direction. For a material with a small thickness (the radial direction), the tensile
stress in the radial direction can be approximated to aR« 0, Figure 5-26.

Figure 5-26: Stresses generated in the axial(x) direction due to non-uniform

elongation of the elements in the direction of applied tangential stress (y-direction)
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Figure 5-27: Schematic difference between a) plane stress (stress in thickness

direction = 0 and b) plane strain situations.

The authors refer to TEM results showing that hydride precipitation in a-zirconium is

accompanied by large shear strains and by formation of shear dislocations. Thus, they

suggest that first the shear stresses ahead of the crack tip promotes hydride

reorientation at this location and that subsequently, these hydrides will facilitate and

also localise the plastic shear along the hydride plane in this region, Figure 5-28.
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Figure 5-28: Schematic of the stress/strain conditions at the tip of the loaded axial

crack: (a) additional axial stress, sample, which is raised due to prevention of the

axial contraction in the plastic zone, and (b) in-plane shear strain and stresses raised

at the boundary of the plastic zone due to the distortion of the microvolumes at the

crack tip. The distortion is mainly provided by the axial contraction in the plastic

zone. The positions of the crack and the microvolumes at the crack tip before loading

are shown by dashed lines (V. Grigoriev B. Josefsson, 1998).

5.2.4. DHC type testing by Pal Efsing

5.2.4.1. Materials

The material used for the Delayed Hydrogen Cracking, DHC, tests were Zry-2 LK-1
8x8 cladding in unirradiated and irradiated conditions with an outer diameter of 12.25
mm and a wall thickness of 0.82 mm delivered by ABSS (Efsing, 1998). In the former
case, the claddings were either in recrystallised annealed, RXA, or in stress relieved,
SRA, condition. The RXA treatment was performed at a temperature of 565°C for 30
minutes, while the SRA treatments were done at a temperature of 475°C at 1,2 and 4
hours to produce materials with varying mechanical properties. The resulting yield
strength values of the SRA materials heat-treated for 1,2 and 4 hours were 603,505
and, 458 MPa, respectively. Some of the RXA materials were subjected to gaseous
hydriding at 400°C and subsequently heat-treated to homogenise the hydride
distribution in the material. The heat-treatment was done by thermally cycling during
10 days between room temperature and 400°C. One set of SRA materials was
subjected to electrolytic hydriding in 0.5 % sulphuric acid at about 85°C and heat-
treated at 400°C during 10 days but without any thermal cycling.

The irradiated test material was also Zry-2 LK-1 obtained from two water rods
irradiated in Olkilouto 2. The first rod with a burnup of 33,9 MWd/kgU corresponding
to a fast fluence level of 4.21021 n/cm2 (E>lMeV) showed an hydrogen concentration
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larger than 1000 wtppm. From this tube three different sections were taken to prepare
DHC samples and designated by a, b and c. The second rod with a burnup of 35,9
MWd/kgU corresponding to a fast neutron fluence of 4.51021 n/cm2 (E>lMeV) was
also picked out of the core and subjected to hydrogen analysis revealing a hydrogen
content of about 560 wtppm. The materials from this second rod were designated by d
came only from the reference tube, Table 5-1. Metallography showed that the
majority of the hydrides were oriented in the axial-tangential direction, Figure 5-33.

Table 5-1: Material identification and hydrogen contents, evaluated by two different

techniques, of the irradiated materials, (Efsing, 1998)

Specimen

identification

zrta

zrtb

zrte

zrtd

Lot No.

13941

13941

13941

13301

Hydrogen content
Metallography

1200-2200

1200-1900

2200-2900

560-1000

Hydrogen content
Hot extraction

1085

685

1890

260

5.2.4.2. Experimental procedure

The cladding was cut into 10 mm wide half tubes in which a 2 mm wide slot was
spark eroded in the centre of the specimen. The load line of the specimen was shifted
to the slotted region to avoid specimen bending, by specially designed grips, Figure
5-29. A sharp crack was formed by subjecting the specimen to a fatigue load,
resulting in a total crack length of 2.4 to 2.8 mm. The crack growth during testing was
monitored by the direct current, DC, potential drop, PD, technique. The measured PD

was compared to a calibration curve prepared from specimens of known crack
lengths.
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Figure 5-29: The specimen design. The arrows indicate the load line. The black dots
above and below the crack represents the positions of the spot-welded electrodes used
for crack propagation measurements by the potential drop technique (modified figure
according to Efsing, 1998).

The DHC testing was carried out in a modified creep machine at 200,300 and 320°C.
Open literature data indicate the need for a thermal cycle to start the DHC crack
propagation if the tests are done above a certain temperature. This means that if the
temperature at which the DHC testing will be done is above the threshold
temperature, named Direction of Approach Temperature (TDAT), this latter temperature
must be approached from above (a higher temperature), Figure 5-30.
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Figure 5-30: The temperature dependence of crack velocity in Zr2.5Nb, showing the

effect og heating (A) or cooling (•), to test temperature (modified figure according to

Coleman et al. 1985).

Different TDAT values have been proposed by different authors. To confirm the need of
thermal cycling to induce DHC two unirradiated specimens with 500 wtppm hydrogen
were DHC tested at a temperature of 300°C and at a stress intensity above the
threshold for crack propagation without a prior thermal cycle. No crack propagation
was observed after 500 hours under load for these two samples and consequently the
rest of the tests both for unirradiated and irradiated samples were done with a prior
thermal cycle, Figure 5-31. This indicate that hydrogen supersaturation is needed for

crack propagation. To eliminate the risk of creep and/or hydride redistribution during
the thermal cycle, the load was applied 15 minutes after the cooling down to the test
temperature.
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Figure 5-31: Simplified drawing of the thermal cycle (Efsing, 1998).

The selected temperature overshoot for the unirradiated samples was 60°C for tests at
300°C, and 50°C for tests at 200°C. For the irradiated materials, the thermal cycle was
about 45°C at 200 and 300°C and 25°C at 320°C. The temperature overshoot values
were selected to avoid temperatures above 350°C since this might have induced some
annealing of the irradiation damage.

If no crack growth had been detected after 72 hours at 300°C or after 96 hours at
200°C, the specimen was unloaded and a new temperature cycle at a higher load was
performed. In this way both the stress intensity threshold and the incubation time was
determined.

5.2.4.3. Results and discussions

When the threshold level, KDHC, had been reached there was always an incubation
time before growth of the crack started. Tests with reference specimens without any
added hydrogen showed no crack growth. However, in material with added hydrogen
growth was detected for K values above a certain threshold level that was dependent
on the material yield strength. With the use of the calibration curve for potential drop,
this record was translated to a relation between K and crack growth rate.

Unirradiated materials

The results for the unirradiated material of RXA tubes at 200 and 300°C and SRA
material at 300°C as well as data from the open literature is shown in Figure 5-32. It is
clear from the figure that typical stages I and II are observed, where the crack
propagation rate is only weakly related to the stress intensity factor in stage II,
compare Figure 5-1. It is also clear from the figure that both the threshold and
maximum crack growth rate is strongly related to material yield strength (SRA tubes
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have much higher yield strength compared to RXA tubes). It is however important to

keep in mind that the hydrogen contents in these tested materials is far larger than

that observed in-reactor that may result in axial splits.
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Figure 5-32: Crack growth rates of unirradiated material versus the applied stress
intensity factor level. The data includes test of RXA material at 200°C and 300°C,
SRA material at 300°C and RXAJ300°C data from Huang and Mills6 (Efsing, 1998).

Some of the tests were interrupted before final fracture. Metallography of such
samples revealed that the crack had propagated through the hydrides, Figure 5-33
Figure 5-34.

6 F. H. Huang and J. W. Mills, Met. Trans. A, 1991,22,2049-2060.
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Figure 5-33: Sketch of different planes examined in Light Optical Microsope, LOM.

The crack plane as well as the initial hydride plane and the plane to which they

reorient during DHC testing (modified figure according to Efsing, 1998).

Figure 5-34: Axial-tangential LOM metallograpic cross section of the process

zone/crack path of a specimen subjected to testing at 200°C. The crack has

propagated through the hydride. The hydrides are typically 4 pun thick (x500) (Efsing,

1998).
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The interrupted tests also show the existence of hydrides located ahead of the crack,
Figure 5-35. These hydrides have the same orientation as the crack, i.e., they are
oriented in the radial-axial direction. Efsing (1998) suggests that these hydrides have
reprecipitated during the crack propagation phase since the original hydride
orientation (after the hydriding but before DHC testing) was in the axial-tangential
direction, see Figure 5-33. Efsing further proposes that the observed hydride length in
the specimens, 8-20 fxm, subjected to DHC testing gives an indication of the critical
hydrides length of Zry-2, i.e., the length at which the hydrides will crack. By
additional tests on unirradiated specimens, it was shown that hydrides precipitated
during the cooling from the DHC test temperature were seen as small dots in
metallographic cross sections, thus looking quite different from the ones shown in
Figure 5-35 (Pettersson et al., 1999). This indicate that the observed hydrides, e.g. in
Figure 5-35 indeed did precipitate during the DHC test and not during cooling from
the test temperature.

Figure 5-35: LOM metallograpic sample of an area ahead of the crack tip of an

sample that was interrupted before final fracture. Note that the hydrides in the vicinity

of the crack tip have an apparent length of 8-10 \im (Efsing, 1998).

Figure 5-36 plots the crack growth rate in stage II versus the inverse absolute

temperature. One can see that the data appears to fit an Arrhenius relationshio of the

type:

V = A-exV
{-QIRT) Eq. 1

that is consistent with previous studies reported in Efsings review (1998). Efsing,

1998, study suggested an activation energy of 65 kJ/mole, that is comparable to the
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activation energies found in other studies. Efsing (1998) shows that the activation
energy Q correlates well with the product of DH CH (diffusion coefficient and
solubility of hydrogen) and he further suggests that the growth rate in stage II is
limited by the hydrogen atom transport into the region ahead of the crack tip. He
further reasons that the maximum stress ahead of the crack tip is controlled by the
yield strength of the material. A higher yield strength would result in higher crack
propagation rates due to larger stresses ahead of the crack tip:

• that would lead to a larger driving force for hydrogen transport to the crack tip

and,

• sooner cracking of the hydrides ahead of the crack tip since the brittle hydride can

only bear a certain amount of stress without cracking.
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Figure 5-36: Crack growth rate as a function of 1000/T. The complied results from the
reference of this thesis clearly show an inverse exponential relationship between the
growth rate and the temperature. Results from this study is represented by the yellow
dots, red square and black triangles (Efsing, 1998).

Irradiated materials

The results from the testing of the irradiated material are provided in Figure 5-37. The

crack growth rates of the irradiated specimens at 200 and 300°C showed an even more

marked stagel/stage II behaviour than was the case for the unirradiated specimens. As

can be seen in this figure, the threshold stress intensity factor level is decreased with
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increasing temperature and this is in contradiction to the results on the unirradiated

samples, Figure 5-32.
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Figure 5-37: Applied stress intensity versus crack growth rate. The circles and the

diamonds represents tsting at 300°C while the triangles represents the testing at

200°C (Efsing, 1998).

Figure 5-38 provides the data of crack growth rate versus yield strength for both
unirradiated and irradiated materials and it appears that the same correlation can be
seen for both material conditions, i.e., increased velocity with increased yield
strength. Figure 5-39 shows that the stage II crack growth data fit into the Arrhenius
relationship and this is in agreement with the corresponding data for the unirradiated
materials. Consequently, according to Efsing (1998) it appears that also for irradiated
materials, the crack growth rates in stage II are governed by hydrogen diffusion and
matrix solubility.
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Figure 5-38: The maximum crack growth rate as a function of the yield strength of the
material at 300°C. The irradiated specimen, here marked as a diamond, adds to the
general idea that crack growth rate is dependent on the yield strength. The irradiation
appears to have little effect on the crack growth rate compared to the yield strength
(modified figure according to Efsing, 1998).
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Figure 5-39: Stage II crack growth rate versus 1 IT for irradiated Zry-2 compared to
Huang/Mills, 1991 (red diamonds) and Sagat et a., 1994 (green circle, light blue
squares and blue triangles) and some unirradiated data from this study. Irradiated
data from this study is represented by filled blue squares (Efsing, 1998)

Also for irradiated materials, the interrupted DHC tests of the irradiated specimens,

showed hydrides ahead of the crack in the axial-radial, and tangential-radial direction,

Figure 5-40 and Figure 5-41, respectively and Efsing reasons that all these hydrides

did precipitate during the DHC test.
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Figure 5-40: Metallograpic cross section in the tangential-axial plane showing the
existence of a zone ofun-cracked hydrides ahead of the growing crack and also traces
of hydrides covering the fracture surfaces. The hydrides are in the axial-radial
direction. The micrographs are obtained at two different cladding depths from the
outer surface, 0.1 mm (a) and 0.4 mm, respectively (Efsing, 1998).
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Figure 5-41: Metallograpic cross section in the tangential-radial plane showing un-

cracked hydrides in the axial-radial direction in front of the crack tip. Note the slight

deviation from 90° plane of the hydrides close the crack tip (Efsing, 1998).

Fracture surface of an irradiated specimen subjected to DHC testing is provided in
Figure 5-42 including magnifications. It is shown that the Chevron pattern are cliffs
and that the areas between the cliffs shows most likely cleavage fracture through the
hydrides according to Efsing, 1998.
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DHC crack

propagation

Figure 5-42: Fracture surface of an unirradiated specimen. Note the chevron pattern
parallell to the direction of the main crack propagation (Efsing, 1998).

5.3. Discussion of presented data

Of the two different secondary degradation scenarios, formation of axial splits and
transversal breaks, only the former has been studied in out-of-pile material tests.
Since, development of axial splits occur by propagation of an existing crack, either as
a primary or as a secondary defect, only fracture toughness testing, i.e. testing of
specimens with an existent crack, are applicable.

The following criteria must be achieved, to ensure that the crack propagation
mechanism that is studied in the laboratory is the same mechanism responsible for the
axial splitting in reactors:

• the same type of fracture characteristics, both macroscopically and
microscopically, has to be produced in the laboratory test as that of examined
failed rods that show axial splits. The characteristics of the fracture of rods in
BWRs with axial splits are the following:

• The fracture surface goes through the zirconium hydrides

• The fracture surface is perpendicular to the circumferential direction,

• no or very little cladding wall thinning occurs
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• fracture surface shows chevron pattern macroscopically, and no dimples (typical
of ductile fracture) microscopically

• the lower bound of the axial crack propagation rate in-reactor is about 0.16 mm/h.

• hydrides precipitate ahead of the crack tip.

These axial split mechanisms that have been proposed over time may be separated
into two groups. In both groups it is suggested that the zirconium alloy is embrittled,
but by different mechanisms and that this embrittlement is responsible for the crack
propagation of an existent crack during a reactor power ramp. The two groups of
mechanisms result in either instantaneous or slower crack propagation.

In the first group it has been suggested that when the stress intensity factor, K, reaches
a threshold value, Kc instantaneous crack propagation occur. One of the earlier
proposed theories suggested that the lowering of the Kc value was due to material
embrittlement related to dissolution of second phase particles.

In the second group it was argued that when the stress intensity factor, K, reaches a
critical value, KlEAC, considerable lower than, Kc, slower crack propagation may occur.
This lowering of the critical stress intensity factor is related to environmental effects,
more specifically to the embrittlement of the material by precipitation of hydrides
ahead of the crack tip during the crack propagation. The precipitation mechanisms of
hydrides ahead of the crack tip proposed are:

• Hydrogen gas cracking, HGC,

• Hydrogen assisted localised shear, HALS,

• Delayed hydride cracking, DHC and,

• Corrosion assisted cracking, CAC

Instantaneous crack propagation

Fracture toughness type testing, e.g., PL- and VEC-testing, have been unable to
differentiate between irradiated cladding materials that has shown large differences in
tendencies to develop axial splits in-reactor. Consequently, these types of fracture
toughness testing do, clearly, not study the same fracture mechanisms as that in-
reactor. If that had been the case one would have expected that the material that did
not degrade in-reactor showed much higher fracture toughness as compared to the
material that did degrade.
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Slow crack propagation

Rowe (1998) showed that in high pressure H2 gas at 325°C, the crack propagation rate
in Zry-2 can be as high as 18103 mm/h and that fracture occurred by formation,
fracture of zirconium hydride layers at the crack tip. The fracture mechanism is
termed Hydrogen Gas Cracking, HGC. Rowe (1999) later reported that HGC did not
occur in in H2+1%H2O environment suggesting the formation of an oxide at the crack
tip that eliminate H absorption. Therefore the author believes that the entry of steam
through the primary defect would eliminate the HGC mechanism for axial split
formation.

Grigoriev and Josefsson, (1998) suggested that the crack propagation forming axial
splits is due to a shear failure mode at the crack tip through a mechanisms named
hydride assisted localised shear, HALS. The basis for their theory is fractographic
observations of samples subjected to pin loading, PL. With the PL test results
presented so far it is difficult to say if the proposed mechanism can explain the in-pile
axial split formation.

Edsinger et al. (1998) developed a combined mechanical and corrosion test labeled
SPLIT-test:

• at 300°C to keep the hydrogen diffusivity and solubility comparable to that in a
real fuel rod at power and,

• in LiOH to get a comparable corrosion rate as that at the clad inner diameter of a
failed rod in a BWR.

Edsinger named the mechanism Corrosion Assisted Cracking, CAC. Specimens,
precracked by fatigue loading, were used from unirradiated segments of cold worked
(to simulate irradiation hardening of the material) GE 9x9 liner cladding. The test
results may be summarised as follows:

• Macro- and microscopically brittle axial cracks were formed

• About 100 wtppm hydrogen level was found in the materials after the tests.

• The maximum crack speeds ranged from 2 to 3 mm/hours.

By "masking" the specimen with stainless steel Edsinger et al., 1999 showed that the
proximity of the corrosion reaction to the crack tip is not a primary factor in this test.

Efsing (1998) performed DHC testing of unirradiated and irradiated Zry-2 material at
200,300 and 320°C. The cladding was cut into half tubes in which a 2 mm wide slot
was spark eroded in the centre of the specimen. A sharp crack was subsequently
formed by subjecting the specimen to a fatigue load. Some of the RXA and SRA
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materials were prehydrided to 500 and 1000 wtppm of hydrogen. The irradiated test
material was obtained from two water rods with hydrogen concentrations of about 560
wtppm and larger than 1000 wtppm, respectively. One have however to keep in mind

that the hydrogen contents in these tested materials is far larger than that observed

in-reactor that may result in axial splits.

To confirm the need of thermal cycling to induce DHC two unirradiated specimens
with 500 wtppm hydrogen were DHC tested at a temperature of 300°C and at a stress
intensity above the threshold for crack propagation without a prior thermal cycle. No
crack propagation was observed after 500 hours under load for these two samples and
consequently the rest of the tests both for unirradiated and irradiated samples were
done with a prior thermal cycle. It was also confirmed that a temperature cycle to
supersaturate the matrix with hydrogen was needed for crack propagation to occur.

The DHC test results indicate that crack growth rate increases with the yield strength
for both unirradiated and irradiated materials.

The DHC tests also showed the existence of hydrides located ahead of the crack and
Efsing (1998) suggested that these hydrides have reprecipitated during the crack
propagation phase since the original hydride orientation was very different compared
to that found ahead of the crack tip. By additional tests on unirradiated specimens, it
was shown that these hydrides precipitated at the DHC test temperature and not
during the cooling from this temperature. The maximum crack propagation rate for
the irradiated material was 3-4 mm/h and the threshold stress intensity factor, K^c for
crack propagation was about 8-10 MPam"2.

Fractography studies of the fracture surfaces showed Chevron patterns that in higher

magnifications showed indications of cleavage fracture through hydrides.

Efsing, 1998, study indicated an activation energy of 65 kJ/mole and he suggests that
the activation energy Q is related to the product of DH CH (diffusion coefficient and
solubility of hydrogen). He further reasons that the maximum stress ahead of the
crack tip is controlled by the yield strength of the material. A higher yield strength
would result in higher crack propagation rates due to larger stresses ahead of the crack
tip:

• that would lead to a larger driving force for hydrogen transport to the crack tip

and,

• sooner cracking of the hydrides ahead of the crack tip since the brittle hydride can
only bear a certain amount of stress without cracking.

Based upon test results and calculations done by Edsinger et al. (1999) and Efsing
(1998) propose the following mechanism.
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The region ahead of the crack tip is a sink for hydrogen due to the triaxial stress state,
resulting in a lower chemical potential of hydrogen in this location. Since the TSSp is
not affected by the triaxial stress state, precipitation in the material will occur first at
this location, this is more discussed in section 6. This situations will result in a
hydrogen diffusion to this region ahead of the crack tip. Provided that the hydrogen
content ahead of the crack tip exceeds, TSSp proposed by Edsinger et al. (1999) to be
around 84 wtpp for unirradiated material, hydrides will precipitate. Subsequently, for
crack propagation to occur, a finite amount of time will be required to allow the
precipitated hydride to grow to a critical length. When the critical length has been
obtained, the hydride have embrittled the material to such an extent that the crack will
propagate through the hydride by a cleavage. When the crack has propagated through
the hydride it will reach more ductile material and will consequently be arrested. A
new sink for hydrogen diffusion has then been formed and the process will repeat
itself. Edsinger et al, (1999) suggest that the hydrogen that may diffuse to the region
ahead of the crack tip exclusively comes from the corrosion reaction at the cladding
inner surface. They also argue that continued clad inner corrosion is needed to supply
the hydrogen to the crack tip resulting in crack propagation. On the other hand, Efsing
suggest that any hydrogen irrespective of its origin in supersaturation may induce
hydride precipitation ahead of the crack tip.

It appears that the CAC and DHC mechanisms are very similar since hydrides must
precipitate, grow and eventually crack at the crack tip for both mechanisms. The only
difference is that in the former mechanism the source of the hydrogen is from the
pickup due to corrosion at the clad inner surface resulting in that the hydrogen level at
the crack tip exceeds TSSp. However, in this latter case, an over-temperature cycle is
needed to supersaturate the matrix with hydrogen, that subsequently will
preferentially precipitate at the crack tip, resulting in crack propagation. This is
schematically shown in Figure 5-43 originally proposed by Edsinger, 2000.
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6. Discussion

The objective of this project is to find out why rods during certain situation develop
axial splits, transversal breaks and in other cases do not degrade at all. To meet this
objective one first has to characterise the fuel rods that degrade differently and rods
that do not degrade. To get some further clues about the mechanisms, it is important
to seek other relevant data that may come from research reactor tests and also
mechanical testing out-of-pile. However, looking at these other sources of potentially
relevant data one has to ensure that the same degradation mechanisms are active in
these other environments. If this is the case, the failure mechanisms in research
reactor and out-of-pile mechanical tests must show the same features as that of
degraded rods in commercial reactors. Then, with this additional knowledge a theory
of degradation is proposed.

Before, we start to analyse the in-reactor degradation characteristics, it may be wise to
shortly review the basics of material failures in the following.

6.1. Basic fracture mechanics

Preferentially material may fail either by ductile shearing or by brittle cleavage
fracture, Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2. The terms ductile and brittle relates to the
macroscopically deformation of the specimen prior to failure. The former failure
mode characterises a material such as pure copper that may undergo significant plastic
deformation before fracture occurs, while the latter failure mode characterises a
material, e.g. glass that will not deform plastically at all. Microscopically the fracture
modes may be differentiated between shearing and cleavage. When a material is
stressed, it absorbs this initially as elastic energy. When this elastic absorption
capability of the material has been exhausted, the material can either absorb more
energy by plastic deformation resulting in shearing or by formation of crack surfaces
resulting in cleavage along preferential cristallographic planes. Microscopically,
shearing and cleavage is manifested by dimples and river patterns, respectively.
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a) complete
necking

T

/

\

b) cup-cone
fracture

Figure 6-1: Ductile fracture: (a) material developing no voids, (b) material with
voids (modified figure according to Thomson, 1983. Different types of dimples formed
during microvoid coalescence, (a) Conical equiaxed dimples in a spring steel
specimen, (b) Shallow dimples in a maraging steel specimen (Kerlins, 1992).

(a)

Figure 6-2: An ideally brittle material when pulled separates suddenly by cleavage

with no prior or simultaneous deformation. A notch is shown which localises the

plane of fracture (modified figure according to Thomson, 1983). Example of cleavage

fractures. Twist boundary, cleavage steps, and river patterns in an Fe-0.01C-0.24Mn-

0.025since alloy that was fractured by impact (Kerlins, 1992).

The existence of a sharp notch or crack may develop a triaxial stress state just ahead

of the crack tip, raising the maximum tensile stress much above the macroscopically
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applied stress, Figure 6-3. It is interesting to note that ductile fracture is characterised
by a significant material thinning at location of fracture, and a fracture surfaces that is
oriented 45° towards the main stress direction. Brittle fracture on the other hand is
characterised by no material thinning at fracture location and a fracture surface that is
oriented 90° towards the main stress direction. Metallography of the brittle fracture
surface also show a river pattern, that in smaller magnification is named chevron
pattern Figure 6-4. A sharp crack will also make an arbitrary material more brittle,
Figure 6-5. The stress intensity factor, K, increases with notch depth/crack length and
macroscopically applied stress. The K value is also a function of the specimen
geometry and increased specimen dimensions increases the K value for an arbitrary
specimen with a constant macroscopically applied stress and fixed crack length,
Figure 6-6.

Uneorrected stress
distribution

(elastic)

Yield stress

Modified stress
distribution

(plastic-elastic)

Distance from crack tip

Plastic zone
"P

Figure 6-3: Stress distribution ahead of the crack in which small-scale plasticity is

included (modified figure according to Antolovich, 1996).
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Figure 6-4: Classic appearance of chevrons on a brittle fracture of a steel railroad

rail. The fracture origin is not on the section shown (Kerlins, 1992).

a

DeeD notch

Shallow? nntr.h

0.2

Figure 6-5: Plastic constraint resulting from triaxial stresses at notch root

produces elevation of flow curve in ductile materials (modified figure according to

Thomson, 1983).
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Plane Plane
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Pfane-^train fracture
/ toughness

*• Thickness

Figure 6-6: Effect of thickness on state-of-stress and fracture toughness at the
crack tip {modified figure according to Antolovich, 1996).

During stressing an arbitrary material with a sharp crack, first, the stresses ahead of
the crack tip will increase and initially all deformations will be elastic. However, with
increasing applied stress level, the stresses ahead of the crack tip may become so large
that they will induce local plastic deformation ahead of the crack tip. Increasing the
stress further will result in an increased plastic deformation in the plastic zone ahead
of the crack tip and also in an enlargement of this local plastic zone. The larger the
plastic zone and the larger the yield strength, the more deformation energy may be
absorbed by the material. However, at a certain point the concentration of stress and
strain at the crack tip will lead to material separation at the tip - the crack has started
to propagate. A material with high yield strength will only be able to form a small
plastic zone ahead of the crack tip and will therefore behave more brittle than another
material with a low yield strength and consequently a larger maximum plastic zone,
Figure 6-7. When the stress intensity factor has reached a critical value, Kc, crack
propagation will occur. This value may depend on specimen configuration (decrease
with increased specimen thickness) and material properties (decrease with increased
material yield strength), and its value becomes KIC under plane-strain conditions, i.e.,
if the plastic zone size ahead of the crack tip is small compared to the specimen
geometry Figure 6-6.
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a

Brittle

a

I
Figure 6-7: Extent of plastic zone development (shaded area) at fracture for brittle
and tough fractures.

6.2. Secondary degradation characteristics

6.2.1. Axial splitting

In Table 6-1, the characteristics of fuel with axial splits obtained in commercial and
test reactors as well as that obtained in mechanical testing to study axial splitting
mechanisms have been summarised from sections 2-5. From section 2 it is clear that
axial splits in commercial and test reactors formed during a power ramp of a failed
rod, indicating that large tensile stresses in the cladding is a prerequisite for this type
of degradation. From Table 6-1, one can further see that axial crack propagation rate
in commercial reactors is larger than 0.16 mm/h. It appears that the same propagation
rates may be obtained in both Halden and Studsvik research reactors, as well as in all
types of mechanical testing. It is also clear that the axial cracks formed in commercial
reactors show brittle features and that essentially the same can be produced in test
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reactors. It is well known that the hydrogen content in Zircaloy may embrittle the
material provided that the concentration is large enough, see e.g. Figure 5-4. In both
commercial and test reactors one can see from Table 6-1 that brittle failure occurred
even though the hydrogen content was low, 150-300 and 290 wtppm, respectively.
Now considering, the laboratory testing methods, one can see that two proposed
mechanisms for axial splitting can be discarded namely:

1. Fracture toughness tests such as PL and VEC-testing measuring JIC or Ktc since
neither PL- nor -VEC testing could differentiate between two types of claddings
that behaved very differently in-reactor. Both the rod that showed extensive axial
splitting and the other rod that did not degrade had about the same fracture
toughness, Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5. If the VEC and PL- test had indeed studied
the same fracture mechanism as that in-reactor, one would have expected that the
material with larger degradation tendency would have had a much lower fracture
toughness value.

2. Hydrogen Gas Cracking, HGC, since only pure hydrogen gas can initiate this type
of mechanism that results in cleavage fracture. However, the HGC mechanism
does not work in such a mixture of steam and hydrogen gas that will be expected
in-reactor for a failed rod

Considering the proposed HALS-mechanisms more tests needs to be done to assess
whether this mechanism is involved in the formation of axial splits or not.

Now considering DHC and CAC- mechanisms, the former was unfortunately only
tested at 500 and 1000 wtppm of hydrogen so we will not know at this point if DHC

cracking would have been produced for lower hydrogen concentrations. The latter
mechanism studied in the SPLIT-test did produce a brittle fracture at a hydrogen
concentration in the cladding of about 100 wtppm. Since, the fracture characteristics
of DHC and CAC are very similar it is believed that these are really the same
mechanism, produced out-of-pile in two different types of tests.

Thus, the conclusion is that the axial splitting mechanism in commercial reactors may
be produced in test reactors and also in DHC and SPLIT- testing.
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Table 6-1: Characteristics of fuel with axial splits and mechanical testing to study

axial splitting mechanisms

Axial crack
propagation
rate (mm/h)

H content in
material
(wtppm)

Fracture
characteristic

Fracture
surface
orientation
towards hoop
direction

Clad thinning

Chevron

pattern

Micro

fracture

Hydrides
aligned ahead
of crack tip

BWR

>2>

>0.167

150-3001

150-8

90°°8 i

Very
little

Yes

Cleavage
through
hydrides

Yes

Test reactors

Studsvik

>2.92

Very little

Cleavage
through
hydrides

Halden

> 1 3

2903

90° at outer
part of clad
and 45" at
inner part
of clad3

Very little

Cleavage
through
hydrides

Mechanical testing

J,c

Instantanous

Various

HighJIC

values at
hydrogen
contents
below 500
wtppm

HALS

90°9

No

Sheared

dimples

HGC

18-1034

Brittle failure, i.e.
no dimples only
at pure hydrog-en
gas

90°4

No

Cleavage through
hydrides or
dimples

CAC

2-35

1001

Yes

DHC

3-46

500-
10006

90°6

Yes

Cleavage
through
hydrides

Yes

1 Edsinger et al., 1998
2 Graslund and Lysell, 1998
3 Jonsson et al, 1999
4Rowe, 1998
5 Edsinger etal., 1999
6 Efsing, 1998
7 Schrire et al., 1994
8 Lysell and Grigoriev, 1999
9 Grigoriev and Josefsson, 1998
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6.2.2. Transversal breaks

Now considering the mechanisms of formation of transversal breaks, we can only rely
on in-pile results since nothing has been done out-of-pile to study this mechanism.
BWR results indicate that the transversal break occurs at the lower part of low burnup
rods (e.g. Sihver et al., 1997). Sihver et al. (1997) also mention that the transversal
break occurs in a location with localised massive hydriding. At the rod elevation
where the transversal breaks preferentially occur, the gap between the fuel and the
cladding is much smaller than elsewhere in the rod. This is the case since low burnup
rods experience a locally much higher power at this lower elevation of the rod and this
higher power will result in a locally larger thermal expansion of the fuel pellets. One
should however also point out that the elevation of highest rod power does not only
result in the smallest pellet-cladding gap but also to the highest heat flux in this
elevation. Of one modeled failed rod in TVO 2 reported by Montgomery et al, 1995 it
was clear that the transversal break occurred without any ramping of the rod.

6.3. Proposed Degradation Mechanisms of Failed
Fuel

Based upon data presented in sections 2-5, the different scenarios a failed rod may
experience in a BWR reactor is schematically shown in Figure 6-8 and further
discussed considering Figure 6-9.

A fuel rod may in principal develop two different types of primary through- wall
defects.

The first consists of sharp through- wall cracks formed during a power ramp either by:

• propagation of an existing non-through- wall manufacturing defect prior to the
ramp, e.g. proposed by Armijo, 1994 or

• iodine induced stress corrosion cracking mechanisms resulting in PCI failures

The second type consists of defects that may be regarded as blunt cracks formed due
to corrosion, fretting, etc.

The first type is sharp enough to result in a stress intensity factor, Kx, that during a
second ramp may be larger than the critical value for crack propagation provided that
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the hydrogen solubility in the material is exceeded. This situation may thus result in

an axial split without forming any secondary hydriding. It is proposed that the

mechanism for crack propagation is DHC and will be discussed further in section

6.3.1.

The second type of defect is not sharp enough to be able to propagate by itself during
a ramp. However, if conditions are such that the ratio of hydrogen to steam partial
pressures is larger than a critical value and the clad inner surface oxide thickness is
smaller than another critical value at a certain rod elevation, secondary hydriding may
occur. Massive hydrogen ingress into the fuel cladding material and precipitation of
hydrides can only occur if the ratio of hydrogen to steam partial pressure reaches a
critical value after some incubation time. According to Olander et al. 1997, this ratio
decrease with increasing temperature and is about 200 at 400°C and 2500 at 350°C.
The incubation time is according to Kim and Kim, 1999, related to the destruction of
the protecting oxide layer on the cladding inner surface. Olander et al., 1997 reported
that if the critical ratio is not reached, no massive hydriding will occur, irrespective of
the oxide thickness. However, at ratios around the critical one, oxide thickness
impacts the incubation time and this time increases with increasing oxide thickness,
reaching a maximum protectiveness at about 2-3 microns according to the authors.
And they also report that if the ratio is significantly larger than the critical one, the
oxide thickness will not impact the incubation time.

Secondary hydriding may result in hydride blisters (sunbursts), Figure 6-9. Since the
specific volume of the hydride is larger than that of the zirconium alloy a large local
stress field will build up in and just outside the hydride blister and due to that the
hydride is brittle, many sharp cracks will form within the hydride blister. Now as in
the case of sharp cracks previously discussed, the hydride cracks in the hydride blister
may propagate during a power ramp by the DHC mechanism as originally proposed
by Schrire et al. (1994), Figure 6-10.
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Figure 6-8: Schematics showing different scenarios a failed BWR fuel rod may

experience.
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STAGE i : Initiation of primary defect
STAGE i : Detection and primary defect development -

1<r3 to 1 Cr2 mm
STAGE I I : Secondary defect development — 1 mm
STAGE III: Acceleration of secondary damage — 1 cm
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Figure 6-9: Stages of defective fuel rod operation (steady state): (a) notational curve
relating stages of deterioration to activity release, time and fuel rod rating R} < R2;
(b) conditions in a defective rod (Locke, 1980).

Radial Hydrides
Embrittled Cladding Ligament
Due to Presence of Radial
Hydrides
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Figure 6-10 O. Ozer, EPRI's Failed-Fuel Degradation Program, Proc.-Failed Fuel

Degradation Workshop, Palo Alto, 1995
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6.3.1. Axial splitting mechanism

Provided that the initial pellet-cladding gap is small prior to the ramp and that the

ramp is large enough so the fuel thermal expansion will induce tensile cladding

stresses, a triaxial tensile stress ahead of a sharp crack tip in the cladding may build up

during the ramp. The tensile stress, a, ahead of the crack tip will lower the chemical

potential for hydrogen according to Eardie and Coleman, (1989):

^ = r i + a ^ Eq.6-1

where \iHa is the chemical potential under stress and fi°H is the chemical potential at

zero stress and VH is the partial molar volume of hydrogen in zirconium.

Thus for a stressed region to be in equilibrium with an unstressed region (or a region
of lower stress), it must have more hydrogen present as shown schematically in Figure
6-11. Generally the hydrogen flux in a zirconium matrix may be described by
Equation 6-2, according to e.g. Sawatsky et al., 1982:

, = ^ i l i ? r l ^ + ^ l _ l ^ | Equation 6-2

where DH is given by Equation 6-3, and Cx is the hydrogen concentration at any given
location x, Q* 10 is the heat of transport in the matrix, V* "is the volume of transport of
hydrogen in the matrix, R, T&nd cris the gas constant, the temperature at the given
location and the applied stress, respectively. The diffusivity of hydrogen is very high
in the zirconium lattice and is given by the following equation by Kearns, 1972, for
pure zirconium and Zircaloys at temperatures ranging from 260 to 500°C:

flu = 2.17 • 10"3 • expf - 3 Q 6 4 ) cm I s Eq. 6-3
H ^\ RT /

which gives a diffusion coefficient at 300°C in the zirconium lattice of 1.3410"6 cm2/s
according to Efsing (1998).

10 It represents the interaction between hydrogen atoms and the heat flow as the hydrogen is moved
under the influence of a temperature gradient
11 It has a value equal to the partial molar volume of hydrogen in cc-zirconium, VH
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Considering the stressed region at the tip of the crack and allowing it to come to
equilibrium with the distant region subjected to a much lower stress, we can expect
hydrogen to flow into the high stress region until the chemical potential according to
Equation 6-1 is the same everywhere. If we further assume that the low stress volume
is essentially an infinite reservoir of hydrogen then its hydrogen level will not change
significantly and equilibrium will be achieved by hydrogen building up in the high
stress volume near the crack tip.

chemical c
potential
of
hydrogen

zero
stress

uniform tensile
stress, o1

a a
hydrogen concentration

Greek symbols show the phases present within the vertical region.

Figure 6-11: Effect off stress on the chemical potential of hydrogen in zirconium. See

Equation 6-6 for explanation of the greek symbols (Eardi and Coleman, 1989).

In zirconium alloys, if hydrogen concentration exceeds the terminal solubility limit
for hydride precipitation, TSSP, hydrides will form. Three hydride phases exist
according to Efsing, 1998:

de (ZrH), with a f.c.t. structure (c/a >1)

• S-hydride (ZrH, 6), with a f.c.c. structure and,

• E-hydride (ZrH20), with a f.c.t. structure (c/a <1)

In all these hydride structures, the hydrogen atoms occupy the tetrahederal interstitial

sites (Weatherly, 1981). The Zr-H phase diagram is provided in Figure 6-12.
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Atom Percent Hydrogen

Figure 6-12: Zirconium - hydrogen phase diagram (Beck and Mueller, 1968).

The orientation of the precipitated hydrides is impacted by:

• crystallography: the habit planes in Zry-2 is e.g. j iol7} according to Ells, 1968

• stress: hydrides tendency to align perpendicular to the largest applied tensile stress
direction

If no external stresses are applied, the hydrogen solubility can be expressed by (Shi,
1999):

)
RTJ

Equation 6-4

where A is a constant, Q the activation energy and R is the gas constant. The
superscript, 0, means that there is no external applied stress.
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Shi (1999) suggested that Equation 6-4 can be modified to also hold for an isotropic
system under applied stress, as:

_CJ -«J*&=&) -A' aJ-A.) .OJZSLII) Equation
B V\ RT ) *\ RT/ V\ RT )

where

VH = is the partial molar volume of hydrogen in a-Zr

Vh= is the partial molar volume of hydride phase

P = is the appled hydrostatic stress

The authors further suggest that for a given hydrogen concentration in solution, CH,

the possible shift of hydride precipitation temperature may be expressed by:

a FhV -a FHV
Ar.<W* <Vy« Equation 6-6

where

cr^is the stress field due to the applied stress and

e~ is the stress-free strain of the hydride

Ey is the stress-free strains created by hydrogen atoms in the Zircaloy matrix

X^is the mole fraction of hydrogen atoms in f$12 phase at the (5/a phase boundary

Considering 6 hydrides in Zr2.5Nb CANDU pressure tubes Shi (1999) calculated that
the TSSp temperature shift for hydrogen solubilities, CH, from 10 to 100 ppm and
different stress levels, ranging from 0 to 800 MPa was in the order of 0.1 to 0.4 °C.
Thus the temperature shift in these referred cases are small compared to the sensitivity
of the experiments done and can therefore be ignored. Earlier results by Eadie and

12 p denotes here a hydride phase that can be either y, 6 or e
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Coleman (1989) indicated that AT is only 4° at both 100°C and 350°C, also thus

indicating that stress does not impact TSSp.

Consequently for a given stress, as in Figure 6-11, this may require that the hydrides

form and dissolve further hydrogen. Thus, because the solvus , TSSp, is unchanged the

presence of a stress can lead to hydride precipitation in the stressed region. From

Figure 6-11 hydrogen of level a' at zero stress will be sufficient for precipitation of

hydride at stress o1 at the crack tip, since hydride at stress & and concentration b has

the same chemical potential c as hydrogen in unstressed zirconium at concentration

a'. We may thus conclude that the stress and dislocations13 in the plastic zone at the

crack tip are sufficient for nucleation of hydrides without any supercooling below C#,

however often requiring that the temperature be approached from above.

Mostly based upon the literature review by Efsing (1998), the proposed DHC

mechanisms is described as follows.

The cause of the crack propagation is that hydrogen, present in the matrix in solid
solution diffuses up the tensile stress gradient that is present around any stress
intensifier such as a crack and concentrate in this location, Stage I in Figure 6-13. If
the TSSp is exceeded at the crack tip, hydrides will precipitate and grow in this
location, Stage II in Figure 6-13. A consequence of this is that hydrides at remote
locations from the crack tip will dissolve and the hydrogen from these hydrides will
re-precipitate at the crack tip. The hydride at the crack tip will grow and result in a
local decrease of the fracture toughness ahead of the crack tip. The hydride will grow
until the local fracture toughness ahead of the crack tip has decreased to such an
extent that the crack will propagate, i.e. the applied Kx > Kluac. However, during the
growth of the hydrides, the tensile stresses at this location will relax to some extent
due to that the hydride has a larger specific volume compared to that of Zircaloy. This
means that the tensile stresses ahead of the crack must be even larger to overcome this
stress relaxation for crack propagation to occur. The crack may then propagate some
small distance and then come to a stop at the location in the material where the
applied KY becomes smaller than the local fracture toughness. At this point in time, one

may assume that all the hydrogen that was earlier supersaturated in the matrix has

precipitated out. Thus, it means that the initial hydrogen supersaturation will only

facilitate the initial crack propagation. Now for the crack to propagate further, one

may hypothesis that the hydrogen produced during the corrosion reaction of the clad

inner surface (as proposed by Edsinger et al, 2000) and of the crack surfaces itself

may allow the crack to propagate further. In a real fuel rod, the clad temperature

13 Dislocations may facilitate hydride nucleation according to e.g. Efsing (1998).
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increases towards the fuel in the cladding radial direction which also means that the

TSSp will increase in the cladding going from the clad OD to clad ID. This means that

the corrosion rate of the fuel rod cladding producing the hydro gen for crack

propagation must be substantial so the TSSp will be exceeded in the whole cladding

thickness for the axial crack to propagate through the whole fuel rod cladding

thickness. Efsing mentioned that the DHC failure mechanism was first noticed in a
reactor component, in the welded end-cap zone in a fuel rod of Zr2.5Nb material in
1973. He also reported that soon afterwards several cracks were found in the pressure
tubes in the Pickering CANDU reactor, that had only operated less than a year (Ross-
Ross et al., 1976). The cracks appeared during shut-down when the temperature was
low enough for the hydrogen to precipitate out in locations subjected to higher stress
levels compared to the surrounding material according to Ross-Ross et al., 1976. The
authors also mentions that there was no indication of crack propagation during reactor
operation.
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Figure 6-13: Schematic showing proposed DHC mechanism responsible for the

development of axial splits.
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6.3.2. Transversal break mechanism

Now if the failed rod has low burnup, one may expect first, that the overall pellet-
cladding gap is large and second, that this gap is much smaller at the lower part of the
rod due to the downshift in power profile for these types of rods. Provided that the
ratio of hydrogen to steam partial pressures is large enough and that the protecting
cladding oxide is small enough hydrogen ingress into the cladding may occur. The
precipitation of hydrides will start with forming hydride blisters that subsequently
will grow into massive hydrides throughout the cladding thickness along its whole
circumference. This precipitation will preferentially occur in the zone in the fuel rod
with smaller gap as shown in reports by e.g. Shiver et al., 1997 for BWRs. The reason
for this preferential precipitation may be due to recoil fission product attack
destroying the protectiveness of the oxide layer proposed by Clayton, 1989. A smaller

gap would mean less gas atoms that could collide with the fission fragments thus

slowing them down to such an extent that they would be unable to destroy the oxide. It

appears that transversal break may occur without any rod power ramping indicating

that the stresses imposed by the formed massive hydrides locally is enough to cause

the transversal break.'

6.3.3. Implications

The implications of the proposed failure mechanisms are discussed below.

6.3.3.1. Prevention of secondary degradation

It is obvious that eliminating the primary failure cause will of course also eliminate
the risk of secondary degradation. However, if this cannot be accomplished, one may
resolve the situation by:

1. Eliminating the sharp manufacturing defects by optimising the manufacturing
process and/or improving the cladding defect control to such an extent that all
cracks larger than a critical size may be detected. Only cracks larger than this
critical size, resulting in a Kz > Kj DHcmay result in formation of axial splits.

2. Eliminate the PCI defects, that later may propagate during a power ramp. This
may be accomplished by following strict PCI operating restrictions with non-liner
rods. However, introducing liner material would increase the utility operating
flexibility. If one chooses to introduce liner it is however crucial that the corrosion
performance of the liner is appropriate. Since it has become clear that the
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secondary degradation tendency increases with a liner material with poor
corrosion performance, all fuel vendors have increased the liner corrosion
resistance. GE has thus increased the Fe content in the zirconium sponge liner
from originally below 500 to about 1000 wtppm. Siemens uses a liner with about
4000 wtppm Fe. In the case of ABB Atom, they increased the liner corrosion
resistance by adding Sn to the liner. Figure 6-14 is a summary of the liner oxide
thickness in failed cladding as measured by PIE and reported by Edsinger, 2000.
He calculated the oxidation rates of different liner and non-liner rods from the
average of all measurements published for a given rod divided by the total time in
the failed condition. It is clear that increasing Fe content in the liner improves its
corrosion resistance. The trendline is a linear regression fit to 1/Fe and has no
physical significance.

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Liner Fe (ppm)

Figure 6-14: Summary of liner oxide thickness data from PIE results published by

ABB, GE, INER and Siemens. Edsinger assumed that the ABB Sn-liner data point

represents a liner with 400 wtppm ofFe (Edsinger, 2000).

To check the effect of an expanding oxide on the cladding stress level, simple

corrosion tests were performed at Vallecitos and reported by Edsinger, 2000. In

these tests, different types of claddings were loaded with tight fitting UO2 pellets

(~75 [xm initial diametral gap at room temperature) and corroded in 400°C steam.

The specimens were recrystalised tubing with two low iron zirconium liners (100

and 400 wtppm) and one non-liner. The results are shown in Figure 6-15. The
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largest effect was observed for the 100 wtppm Fe liner specimen, which was
visibly deformed by corrosion. In this specimen, the entire liner was consumed in
less than 300 hours. The effect on the 400 wtppm Fe liner specimens was much
smaller, but still significant on two of the three lots of tubing. The non-liner
specimen never did develop pellet-cladding contact and the pellets fell out after
the test. Post test metallography of the 100 wtppm Fe specimen indicated the
oxide was only 60% of theoretical density. Edsinger, 2000, suggests that this may
well be the reason for the larger tendency to form axial splits in sponge liner fuel
rods and also earlier suggested by both ABB Atom and Siemens.
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Figure 6-15: Net increase in tubing diameter for barrier cladding with 100 wtppm Fe

("B100"), 400ppm Fe ("B400") and nonliner (NB) cladding (Edsinger, 2000).

3. If both sharp manufacturing and PCI defects have been eliminated, elimination of
the massive hydride formation would eliminate the formation of axial splits during
a power ramp. One step in the right direction to mitigate this effect may be
accomplished by providing the clad inner surface with a protective oxide that is
also under the development of ABB Atom. This protective oxide may not only
work has a hydrogen diffusion barrier but may also reduce the hydrogen
production rate in the fuel-cladding gap by reducing the clad inner surface
oxidation rate. One have however to realise that this oxide does not work if the
ratio of hydrogen to steam partial pressure is above a critical value and even if the
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ratio is about the critical value, the oxide will only provide some incubation time
before massive hydriding starts.

4. If 1-3 above may not be accomplished, transversal break, may be eliminated by
ensuring that the primary defect location is so close to the narrow pellet-cladding
gap that this zone will experience a hydrogen to steam ratio below the critical one
for massive hydriding to occur. This may of course be difficult to accomplish, but
e.g., a change in the spacer design that would result in a larger tendency to catch
the debris further down in the assembly would reduce the risk of getting
circumferential breaks in low burnup fuel failed due to debris fretting.

5. Considering, the risk of axial splitting and assuming that the propagation
mechanism is DHC it is clear that if the hydrogen content in the fuel cladding
always stays below TSSp, in the whole cladding thickness, no or very little crack
propagation by DHC will occur even during a power ramp. This, since no
hydrides can precipitate ahead of the crack tip in the fuel rod axial and radial
direction. This may be achieved if the initial hydrogen content in the cladding
before the primary failure is very low and if the corrosion hydrogen from not only
the clad inner surface but also from the crack surfaces is small enough. Provided
that the cooling of the crack surface is not significant from the coolant, one can
assume as Edsinger et al., 2000) that the higher cladding temperature towards the
clad inner surface will make it more difficult for hydride precipitation. This since
increased temperature also increases TSSp. This means that it would be more
difficult to drive the crack in the radial compared to the axial direction by the
DHC mechanism. Of course, in such a case the crack propagation in the radial
direction may occur by some other mechanism than DHC provided that the
stresses are large enough. The case of the ABB rod that was irradiated in the

Hal den reactor and subsequently subjected to hot cell examination in Studsvik,
Figure 3-42 may give some insight in this other possible failure mechanism. This
rod failed at the outer part through crack propagation perpendicular to the
circumference indicating cleavage fracture through DHC. However, the inner part
of the clad thickness was characterised by a crack propagation 45° relative the
circumference. This indicates that the crack propagation mechanism has changed
from cleavage to shear perhaps due to that the hydrogen solubility was lower than
TSSp at this inner part of the thickness, thus making it impossible to drive the
crack in the radial direction by a DHC mechanism. Since, normally, the
deformation energy that is absorbed in shear compared to cleavage fracture is
much larger, shear fracture would result in lower tendency for axial split
formation. Thus, keeping the hydrogen content in the fuel cladding down both
before and after the primary failures have occurred may reduce the risk of axial
splitting during a power ramp.
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6.3.3.2. New potential failure mechanisms

Based upon the proposed failure mechanisms one may identify some new potential

failure types, as follows:

• In BWRs, any form of localised corrosion or hydride formation at the clad outer
surface, OD, may result in a primary failure during a power ramp. This may occur
if the matrix is supersaturated with hydrogen and this brittle localised oxide or
hydride blister at the clad OD crack during a power ramp forming a crack length
resulting in a Kj value larger than Klt DHC.

• If Zr-Nb alloys are more susceptible to DHC compared to Zircaloy material, there
is a risk of getting axial splits by DHC in Zr-Nb alloys fuel rods that have failed
in PWRs and subjected to significant power changes such as may be the case
during load-following.

• There may be a risk of DHC during dry-storage of spent fuel with fuel cladding
of Zircaloy and Zr-Nb alloys if the fuel rod internal pressure is large enough and
a small sharp defect exists in the considered rod.
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